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Is aFiber Optic System
in your future?...

+AT&T is the answer.
Anixter can make your fiber optic system a
reality. We stock all the AT&T products that you
need, including Supertrunk and distribution

fiber optic cables, connectors, closures,
cabinets, tools and test equipment. You can
have the best of both worlds — Anixter and AT&T.

Call an Anixter Fiber Optic Specialist:
CATV Fiber Optic Hotline:

1-800-647-7427

ANKITEL®
COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS:
ANIXTER BROS., INC., 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076 (312) 677-2600 — Telex 289464

See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 609.
Reader Service Number 2.
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"How to build for

customer satisfaction"
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Jeff Hamilton
Executive Vice-President,
BradPTS, Inc.
"You may have been faced with the question long ago: How do you maintain
consistent quality and custom service in agrowing company?
First, have aclear, strong corporate philosophy. At BradPTS every person
understands our mission: To provide the highest standard of quality repair service
and to honor every commitment made to a customer or coworker with
uncompromised integrity. The switchboard operator, your sales representative, the
warehouse forklift driver—everyone understands.
Second, have the inventory
and repair technology and
resources to serve even the
largest MSO. We do. And
each cable system gets personal, individual attention at
the local level with thirteen
nationwide servicenters.
We understand this chain is only as strong as its weakest link. You can expect the
highest quality repair service and you can expect every commitment made to be a
commitment met. That's our job—making every link strong."
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BradPTS Corporate Office: Bloomington, IN 1-800-441-1334
General Office: Schenectady, NY 1-800-382-2723
Convener. Amplifier and Headend Saks and Service: Bloomington. IN •Schenectady. NY •Ventura. CA •Fife. WA •
Arvada. CO •Longview. TX •Fenton. MI •Indianapolis. IN •Pittsburgh. PA •Cherokee. NC •West Columbia. SC •
Tampa. FL •Jupiter. FL

See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 110.
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One of the ways we are leacing the industry
in the producicn d koh-quality components at truly
competitive costs. Another is ir. providing a
truly one-step answer b all ,our CATV, MAW
or SMATV prob.ems, ranging from individual
comPenerits to cemplete systems.
We will customize pur headend system, .
decisicn by cecision. And in one week, you'll have
acomplete, easy-to-set-up package, at unbeatable cost
efficiercizs and so .
just ye-assembled,
but practizaily pre-installed.
Takz. advantage of oar years of experience in
Cable TV, Maste- Alten:..a and Private Cable teadend
applicator_s Call us fcr quo -e0i ycur particular
headenci needs or, fcr our free 750-hem catalog.
Toll-free (300;: 252-7889.1n Caliorria, 1800) 572-6262
or.(818) 706-1940. Cr write P.O. Box 6579,
Westlake Villagg, CA 91359-6579.
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Training is forever

Look around: Who in your company
seems to rise through the ranks faster
than anyone else? Is it the tech who remains at the same level of knowledge and
ability? Or is it the one who attends
seminars and perhaps is enrolled in acorrespondence course? Well, as you might
have guessed, it's the latter. Training is the
key to a better future.
To list the many sources of training
would fill several pages. However, turn to
the "Calendar" section on page 56 for just
afew sources: technical training seminars
from manufacturers (Hughes Microwave,
C-COR, Siecor and others); at regional
conventions (New England Show, Great
Lakes Expo, etc.); and from regular
gatherings of chapters and meeting
groups of the Society of Cable Television
Engineers.
The SCTE is a veritable gold mine of
training opportunities for every technical
person in CATV. And it's not in some faraway place: With nearly 45 groups scattered across the country, there's literally
one in your neighborhood. Seminars run
the gamut of topics from A/B switches to
Yagi antennas.
Beginning with next month's issue we
will provide a list of each SCTE group
along with the name and phone number
of acontact person. But in the meantime,
if you're interested in joining alocal group
(and why wouldn't you be?), contact the
SCTE national headquarters at (215)
363-6888.

The big event
This month is also the SCTE's big event
—Cable:fec Expo '88, June 16-19 at the
San Francisco Hilton. If you're not already
familiar with it, the expo is afully technical
conference and trade show offering a
variety of educational programs, technical
training sessions and hands-on workshops. Even the exhibit floor is a"classroom," featuring various types of industry
hardware.
6
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Each attendee will be able to select six
of the 10 expo workshops to sit in on. All
workshops will be held in the morning.
Topics include rebuilds and upgrades,
signal leakage and CLI testing, FCC compliance, BTSC stereo, spectrum analysis,
and developing atechnical training program. Review course workshops will be
held for BCT/E Certification Program
Categories Ill, V and VI.
A major project will be unveiled in one
workshop at this year's expo—the SCTE's
new Installer Certification Program. The
workshop will provide an overview and
review course on the new certification and
will detail the Society's methods of determining certification through exams and
practical demonstrations by the candidates. The SCTE also will establish an installer's level of SCTE membership.
If you're not planning to attend, we'll
provide asynopsis of the expo in an upcoming issue (and hope to see you in '89).
And if you're reading this in Frisco,
welcome to the best technical convention
in the industry. Take this opportunity to
"soak up" all the knowledge you can.

Pat on the back
This is only the second issue of IT and
already we're receiving letters of appreciation from our readers. Thanks for the kind
words—just keep them coming. But also
tell us what you like, dislike or want to see
more on. And if you have any ideas for
articles or just would like to drop apostcard with one of your tried-and-true "tech
tips," let us know. We're here to serve you.
Next issue we'll be starting a new department, "Out of Focus'and you can
participate. Just send in aslide or photo
(color or black and white) featuring some
humorous, offbeat or unusual situation
that occurs in your daily routine on the job.
If we choose your entry, you'll appear in
IT and receive $25. Send your entries to:
Out of Focus, CT Publications, P.O. Box
3208, Englewood, Colo. 80155.
Finally, I'd like to introduce Stan Wiecinski to our advisory board. Stan is vice
president of operations for the Installation
Division of NaCom Corp. Welcome
aboard.
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Full 5-550 MHz Bandwidth

Tongue in Groove
Housing with
Neoprene Weather
Gasket

Plated Solid Brass
"F" Ports

Stainless Steel
Mesh Gasket
For aSuperior
Radiation Seal

Precision
Die Cast
Aluminum
Housing
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Resis:ant
Coatilg

All Electronic
Components
Including
Power Passing
Protected by a
Plastic Cover
Stainless Steel
Hardware for
Longer Life
Aerial/Pedestal Mount

Royal'
2,4 and 8 way Multi-Taps
Call Now For Prices and
Immediate Shipment

MrWI'
cable equipment, inc.

969 Horsham Rd. • Horsham, Pa. 19044
Call Toll-free 800-523-5947
in Pa. 800-492-2512
FAX: 215-675-7543
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Educational materials
available from SCTE
EXTON, Pa.—The Society of Cable Television Engineers is featuring acatalog of
SCTE materials in the June issue of its
monthly newsletter, The Interval. This
catalog, which will be available at the
Cable-Tec Expo June 16-19 at the San
Francisco Hilton, includes information on
the SCTE's educational publications,
audio transcripts, videotapes and new
products. Some of the items offered and
described include:
• Cost-Effective Designs for Rural CATV
Systems by William Grant (book)—An informative approach to rural cable television system design and operation based
upon the tapped trunk theory (singlecable distribution). Includes design
specifications for four, eight and 12 taps
per mile with up to 17 miles of cable and
45 amplifiers in cascade. Also provides
guidelines to develop an effective cost
estimate for rural cable builds."
• Practical Design of DC Power Supplies
by Joseph Carr (book)—'Technical theory
and data on DC power supplies for the
technician and engineer. Includes basic
information on the elements of a DC
power supply, including transformers, rectifiers, voltage multipliers, filters, voltage
regulators, overvoltage protection and

current limiters. Also includes several
specific DC power supplies."
e CATV Signal Level Meters: Errors and
Accuracy (videotape)—'Graphics and discussion cover linearity, calibration, measurement range and increments, resolving power capabilities, attenuator
steps and peak detector error. On-camera
demonstration shows proper use of meter
scale. Program covers gain changes, temperature and calibration, shape factors
and IF bandwidth."
• Developing aPreventive Maintenance
Program (videotape)' Ron Hranac of
Jones Intercable discusses one of the
most important aspects of subscriber
satisfaction: system preventive maintenance. Recommended practices for the
reporting and correction of system problems are addressed in this seminar, which
also includes maintenance procedures
for correcting potential problems before
they occur."
• Implementing Stereo Headend Equipment (videotape)—'Audio Engineers Tom
Williams and Steve Fox discuss BTSC
stereo technology and its proper testing
through specific headend equipment in
this workshop from CableTec Expo '87."
In addition, audio transcripts cover
such topics as signal leakage, test equipment, system sweep techniques, and upgrades and rebuilds. Promotional items

VERSATILE AND PERMANENT

11111111111111111111111111111111

include T-shirts, mugs, binders, plaques
and tie tacks.

Iones Intercable begins
new installer program
ENGLEWOOD, Colo.—Jones Intercable
is implementing its new Qualified Installer
Program (QIP), designed to offer alongterm approach to performance management through ongoing monitoring.
QIP is based on the Performance Plus
Installer Program and has several parts:
1) an illustrated installer's manual, 2) a
statement of commitment regarding the
priority for quality installations and
customer service, 3) awritten self-evaluation of the manual's practices and
policies, 4) awritten proctored evaluation
when the installer is ready, 5) initial and
recurring field evaluations and 6) aformal
method to include the QIP results in the
personal record.
Reaction to QIP in the test systems has
been positive. Participants provided input
as to what elements in the program
needed revision, such as the need for a
waiver policy of specific practices and procedures that were unsuitable to a particular system. 01P also was found to improve individual and team morale.
QIP implementation began in late
November 1987.

REPRINTil
Communications
Visibility

Activity Control Tags offer the ultimate in field
versatility. By combining the color of the tag with a
combination of punch-out buttons plus the write-on
area, these unique tags carry awealth of information.
For more information about the one tag that will permanently identify, secure, and control your drops, call
800-548-7243.

Telecrafter Products

Products creatively designed for the cable industry
Reader Service Number S.
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Knowledge
Information
Reprints work for you!

For more information
call Marla Sullivan at
CT Publications today!
(303) 792-0023.
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What's new with the SCTE?
This month, the Society of Cable Television Engineers presents an update on
recent Society activities and news of interest to all installers and technicians in
the cable television industry.
• Cable:fec Expo '88, to be held June
16-19 at the San Francisco Hilton and
Towers, will be the site of the introduction

5 director, Catel; and treasurer—Gary
Selwitz, Region 11 director, Warner Cable
Communications.
The April 30 meeting represented the
first gathering of the board of directors
since anational election was held for eight
board seats in early 1988. Over 1,110
ballots were received from SCTE memof the Society's new Installer Certification
bers during the election. The current
Program. An overview and review course
SCTE board of directors consists of: aton the new certification will be presented
large—Richard Covell, General Instruto expo attendees in a workshop conment/Jerrold; Robert Luff, Jones Interducted by Instailer Certification Program
cable; David Willis, Tele-Communications
Committee Chairman Richard Covell of
Inc.; Region 1—Robert Vogel, consultant,
General Instrument/Jerrold and SCTE
serving California and Nevada; Region
Director of Chapter Development Ralph
2—Ron Hranac, Jones Intercable, servHaimowitz. The workshop will detail the
ing Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah
Society's methods of determining certifiand Wyoming; Region 3—Ted Chesley,
cation through examinations and practical
CDA Cablevision Inc., serving Alaska,
demonstrations and will be videotaped
Idaho, Montana, Oregon and Washingand made available to the industry at a ton; Region 4—Ron Boyer, MicroSat,
later date through SCTE's Satellite Tele- serving Oklahoma and Texas; Region 5—
Seminar Program. The Society also is currently contemplating the establishment of
an installer's level of SCTE membership.
• SCTE is releasing CATV Wizard, a
new computer software product, at CableTec Expo '88. This is acomputer disk containing 30 computer programs that run
mathematical formulas used in CATV
technical calculations. It was developed
by the Society to provide well-tested and
thoroughly researched formulas to the industry at alowcost. With this product, the
industry's technical personnel will have
easy access to a library of calculations
used in system operations on adaily basis.
Designed to run on IBM personal computers and compatible computer systems,
CATV Wizard is currently available by mail
order in the June issue of the Society's
newsletter The Interval, which is aspecial
catalog of the Society's publications,
videotapes and other products.
e The SCTE board of directors elected
its new officers for the coming year at a
meeting held April 30 prior to the NCTA
show in Los Angeles. The officers are as
follows: president—Ron Hranac, Region
1director, Jones lntercable; Eastern vice
president—Bill Kohd, Region 6director,
General Instrument/CommScope; Western vice president—Richard Covell, atlarge directcr, General Instrument/Jerrold; secretary—Wendell Woody, Region

Wendell Woody, Catel, serving Illinois,
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska;
Region 6—Bill Kohrt, General Instrument/
CommScope, serving Minnesota, North
Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin;
Region 7—David Spallinger, Continental
Cablevision, serving Indiana, Michigan
and Ohio; Region 8—Jack Trower,
WEHCO Video Inc., serving Alabama,
Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennessee; Region 9—Mike Aloisi, Viacom,
serving Florida, Georgia and South
Carolina; Region 10—Wendell Bailey,
NCTA, serving Kentucky, North Carolina,
Virginia and West Virginia; Region 11—
Gary Selwitz, Warner Cable Communications, serving Delaware, Maryland, New
Jersey and Pennsylvania; and Region
12—Bob Price, BradPTS, serving Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island and
Vermont.
•

but our tools are here to stay!
•Made in the U.S.A.
• Proven in the field for durability
• Hand-crafted from precision parts
• Service-oriented manufacturer

See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 201.

.D cable prep
207 Middlesex Avenue
Chester, CT 06412-0373
1203) 526-4337 FAX: (203) 526-2291
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Maintaining aheadend
lishing projects, scheduling and tracking. Your supervisor will
be of great help to you in establishing projects. Some standard
projects include peaking the off-air satellite antennas, checking the cabling and connectors, setting the RF input levels to
the processor and/or demodulators to the manufacturers'
specified levels, adjusting the baseband video and audio outputs to all of the corresponding equipment, setting the AGC
voltage of the VideoCipher II units, setting the video and audio
carrier levels at the combined test point, adjusting video modulation and audio deviation and so on.
Now that you have an idea of what needs to be done, you must
determine how much time each project will require. Since every
system is different, you will have to rely on your own experience

By Richard Olson
Headend Engineer, United Cable Television

Anyone who has been involved with aheadend is well aware
that there always seems to be too much to do and too little time
to do it. You find yourself correcting problem after problem and
not making the progress you desire. If this doesn't sound familiar,
you are one of the lucky few. Ihave found that the following three
steps will generally help anew headend or aline maintenance
technician successfully troubleshoot and maintain aheadend.

Organization
Organization will allow you to complete projects that have been
pushed back or simply put off. Organization consists of estab-

Scheduling and tracking chart
First Quarter
Projects

January
..

...

February
March
Kil WK2 IWK 3 I WK 41 WK 1 IWK 2 WK3I WK 4

_

Project #1
SW. satellite
antenna 60%

Project #2
Electrical work
So. Whittier 3%
__

Project #3
Satellite receiver
evaluation and
modification 10%

..- - - - - ----- - - - - - - - -

Project #4
Baldwin Park test
and activate 5%

__

- - - —

Project #5
Alarm warning
system 0%

__ —

Project #6
SW. headend
rewire 5%

Project #7
New channels 3./i,

-- - - -

Project #8
Reduction of TI
testing 50./o
Project #9
Routine
maintenance

—
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—

—

— Scheduled
Actual
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—

—
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- - -
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Cable...
The technical frontier...
These are the textbooks of anew generation.
Their purpose:
To educate readers on important cable television topics.
To provide the most current and reliable information available.
To teach new methods and new solutions.
To boldly go where no books have gone before.

Cable Television by William Grant
A comprehensive guide to CATV
technology, examining its equipment,
systems arid methodology, as well as
many other important facets of the
workings of cable television. Perfect
for beginners and veterans alike.
Second edition—just revised.
SCTE member cost -$29.00
Cost from publisher -$32.00

Understanding Lightwave
Transmission: Application of Fiber
Optics by William Grant
An introduction to lightwave
transmission systems and the
equipment and optical fibers used in
such systems. Also explains the
characteristics of lightwaves and
optical fibers themselves. This
excellent book will give you the edge
on this important technical area.
SCTE member cost -$35.00
Cost from publisher -$39.00

Cable Communications by Thomas
F Baldwin and D. Stevens McVoy
An insightful look at the CATV
industry, encompassing its
technology, services, organization,
operations, and future. Features
special appendices on cable
regulations, networks, policies, costs
and audience survey methods.
Second edition.
SCTE member cost -$35.00
Cost from publisher -$41.00

Now available from
the Society of Cable Television Engineers!
To order: All orders must be prepaid. Shipping and handling costs
are inc uded. All prices are in U.S. dollars. SCTE accepts
MasterCard and Visa. To qualify for SCTE member prices, avalid
SCTE Identification Number is required, or a complete membership
application with dues payment must be included with this order.
Reader Service Number 1.
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Send orders to:
SCTE
669 Exton Commons
Exton, PA 19341

to determine the number of hours for each project. For example, peaking asingle yagi VHF antenna on a100-foot tower will
probably take two people ahalf to afull day (eight to 16 hours),
depending on the condition of the cabling and connectors.
Estimate the hours required for each project and note this next
to the corresponding project on your list.
Next you need amethod to schedule and track these projects.
This should be done on achart that allows you to visualize all
of your projects and how they relate to one another, design it
into any time frame you desire and monitor both the proposed
schedule and the actual progress. Allow for suppliers' lead time
for any material or equipment orders.
Possibly the most important thing to keep in mind as you build
your chart is to make the chart fit the projects, not the projects
fit the chart. The chart is built around the proposed schedule

ment that exhibits changes in specified characteristics from one
test period to another. This will allow you to correct problems
that currently exist and prevent many future problems from occurring. The following are PM test setups and procedures:
A) Differential gain is achange in the chrominance (color) as
the luminance (black and white) changes. Test equipment should
include avideo signal generator, acalibrated demodulator (frequency agile, if available) and a waveform monitor. Use the
following test procedure:
1) Set the video signal generator to 10 riser staircase with
color subcarrier on.
2) Check the waveform monitor for proper termination and
adjust output of demodulator to 1volt = 140 IRE units.

of all of your projects.

Routine maintenance

sound checks of all programming at least daily; adjustment of
video and audio carrier levels, video modulation, audio deviation, ingress testing and spurious beat products on abiweekly
basis; baseband video and audio levels, intermediate frequency
(IF) levels, power supply voltages and incidental AC ripple on
a monthly basis; and standby generator and air-conditioning
operation on a quarterly basis.
Routine maintenance should be scheduled in your projects
list. The biweekly checks take three hours aweek, the monthly
checks about four hours for a60-channel system and the quarterly checks take 30 minutes. Our maintenance program cut our
standby call-in from an average of four calls per week to one
call every five weeks.

Preventive maintenance
The final step is to establish apreventive maintenance (PM)
program. This should be included on your project list and
scheduling and tracking chart. PM is amethod that enables you
to identify equipment that does not meet specifications or equip-

Waveform

Demodulator

Signal
generator

The second step is to routinely monitor certain parameters
of your system. These parameters should include visual and

monitor

3) Set the waveform monitor to 3.58 MHz bandpass.
4) Adjust the waveform monitor to display 100 IRE units of
filtered video.
Differential gain = 20 log 10

G1

G2
G1 = minimum of waveform difference
G2 = maximum of waveform difference
B) Differential phase is the variation of the 3.58 MHz color subcarrier with the average picture levels maintained and the
luminance varied from blanking to white. Test equipment should
include a video signal generator, a calibrated demodulator, a
waveform monitor and a vectorscope. Use the following test
procedure:
1) Set the video signal generator to 10 riser staircase with the
color subcarrier on.
2) Loop the demodulator video output through the vectorscope

Figure 1: Chrominance luminance delay nomogram with measurement convention
Chroma delay = +20 -\/Y, x
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and then to the waveform monitor and terminate.
3) Adjust the demodulator to 1volt = 140 IRE units.
4) Set the vectorscope to:
a) Channel A; AO (phase)
b) full field
c) differential phase

Monthly headend/hub power supply report
Dote,
Igoe;

tech,
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5) Set the signal doubler switch to double.
6) Turn the phase dial until the two lines on the vectorscope
display lineup and read the phase shift from the dial
indicators.
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C) Chrominance-to-luminance delay inequality (funny paper
effect) is the difference between the chrominance group delay
and the luminance group delay. Test equipment should include
avideo signal generator, acalibrated demodulator and awaveform monitor. Use the following test procedure:
1) Set the video signal generator to composite.
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PLUG INTO THE FUTURE
Triple Crown has revolutionized amplifier design.
Employ the new IDM Series of 550 MHz amplifiers
for your bandwidth requirements today, without
restricting your expansion capabilities in the future.
• Fully Modular
• In Field Plug-in Bandwidth
Conversion (Forward and Reverse)
• All Set-up Controls Built-in
• Hybrid or Power-Doubled Versions
• Wide Selection of Gain and Diplex Frequencies
• Plug-in Automatic Level Control
• Available in all International Standards
Another cost-effective, long-term solution from
the world's foremost producer of indoor distribution amplifiers.
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TRIPLE CROWN eçP
e llie ELECTRONICS
4560 Fieldgate Drive,
Mississauga, Ont. L4W 3W6
See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 101.

(416) 629-1111
800-387-3205 (U.S. Only)
Reader Service Number 9.
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YEARS!
AND STILL GROWING!
Total Student Enrollments: 26600
1987 Total Student Enrollments: 3350
1988 Student Enrollments to Date: 1750
The National Cable Television Institute

Our Credentials:
• 20 Years of Training Excellence
•Created In 1968 For The CATV Industry By Industry Leaders
• Acknowledged Leader In CATV Technical Training
• 24 Of The Leading 25 MSOs Are Actively Engaged
In NCTI Training Programs
• Well Over 4000 Students Representing 2600
Systems Are Currently Enrolled

Send For Your

Free Training Kit Today
IT 6/88

Name
Title
Company
Address
City

Phone
State

ZIP

Mail this form to: NCTI, P.O. Box 27277, Denver, CO 80227.
For more information call (303) 761-8554.

The CATV Training People Since 1968
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2) With the waveform monitor terminated, adjust the demodulator to 1volt = 140 IRE units.
3) Center the 12.51 pulse on the waveform monitor display.
4) Using the venier and volts switches, adjust the pulse from
the zero line to the 100 IRE line.
5) Set magnifier to .5.
6) Reposition the pulse on the screen.
7) Calculate the inequality on Figure 1.
D) Carrier-to-noise (C/N) is the ratio between the desired carrier and the RMS (root mean square) noise terminated to 75-ohm
impedance within a4MHz band. Test equipment should include
avariable bandpass filter, alow-noise preamplifier and aspectrum analyzer. Use the following test procedure:
1) Set the spectrum analyzer as follows:
a) frequency span/div. 1MHz
b) resolution bandwidth 300 kHz
c) time/division = auto or 2 milliseconds
d) trigger to auto
e) video filter off
2) Measure the difference between the desired carrier and the
noise floor. A 10 dB difference between analyzer noise and
system noise is necessary for correct measurement. If you
do not have this, you will need to increase the system signal
level. This is done with aCW carrier.

Long defined FCC specifications for every
operating system to demonstrate
substantial ground and flyover compliance
with the Cumulative Leakage Index (CLI)
become effective July 1, 1990.
That may seem far away but compliance
means showing a year's worth of quarterly
detection and correction!
If you're not sure where to start, CSS has an
answer. Our engineering staff will survey
your system, detect leaks, correct them, and
update your personnel in the proper
preventative maintenance so your system
can meet compliance.
Call us today.

CATV
Subscriber
Services, Inc.
808 Summit Avenue
Greensboro, NC
27405

Combined
test point

Variable
bandpass
filter

Low-noise
preamp

Spectrum
analyzer

919-273-5553 (in NC)
800-334-0860
Reader Service Number 11.
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3) Correction factor of 18 dB must be added to compensate for
the difference between the 300 kHz resolution bandwidth
of the analyzer and the 4MHz bandwidth of atelevision signal
C/N ratio = 13 dB.
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E) Carrier-to-beat ratio is the difference between the desired
carrier and any interfering carrier (beats) within the channel's
band. Test equipment should include avariable bandpass filter,
alow-noise preamplifier and aspectrum analyzer. Use the following test procedure:
1) Tune the bandpass filter and the analyzer to the desired
carrier.
2) Remove the modulation from the carrier and peak on the
analyzer display.
3) Remove the carrier and measure from the reference to any
undesired "beats" in the band. This will be expressed in dB
and will give you the ratio of undesired to desired signal.
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4) Set the spectrum analyzer as follows:
a) 1MHz/div.
b) 100 kHz resolution bandwidth
c) time/div. "auto"
d) trigger "auto"
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Now Cable TV
Can Be More Than
Meets The Eye.
Introducing Galactic Radio
CABLE DESIGNATOR
"SIX PAK"
with ...the ability to transmit
through taps and splitters!
•Identifies unique cables within a
bundle of cable.
•Has the ability to transmit through
taps and splitters making
previously installed cable easy to
identify.
• Identifies home run bundles in
apartment buildings.
•Identifies multiple cables at one
time.

$395

model

2901B+
DIGITAL
TIME DOMAIN
REFLECTOMETER
CABLE FAULT
LOCATOR

with ...SCOPE
OUTPUT CAPABILITY

$795

Cable TV has always stood for great home video entertainment.
But now there's more than meets the eye!
Introducing Galactic Radio, high quality FM stereo available for
your subscribers. Galactic Radio gives you seven great stations to
choose from, from contemporary to classical. Plus up to 56 minutes
of music per hour, so you enjoy less talk and more of your favorite
tunes.
If you're acable operator, call Jeff Hansen or Beth Adams for
more information about the latest and greatest addition to cable TV.
With Galactic Radio, we make music magic.

Phone:
(303) 792-3111

manufactured in the USA by Riser-Bond Instruments
3430 Fujita Avenue
Torrance, California 90505-4078

usturg LAIN
Reader Service Number 12.

(213) 539-8030
In Calif.
Outside Calif.

(800)641-2288
(800)551-2288

See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 326.

GALACTIC RADIO" INC.
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STAPL
GUN
TACKERS

Rugged, reliable Arrow
Wire & cable Staple Gun
Tackers are made of all-steel
for lasting durabili -y and engineered
for safety, speed and efficiency with
these built-in high performance features:

FIT RIGHT IN

for doing the CATV
installation job RIGHT!

• GROOVED GUIDE positions wires and
cables for proper staple envelopment and
safe, secure fastening.
• DRIVING BLADE automatically stops at the right
height to prevent staple from damaging Dr cutting into wire
or cable.
• AUTOMATIC, SINGLE-STROKE COMPRESSION ACTION
speeds up fastening, reduces irstallation time and
minimizes hand fatigue.
• PATENTED PRECISION-LOCKED MECHANISM ensures smooth,
uninterrupted trouble-free performance.

These outstanding features have made Arrow Wire & Cable Staple Gun Tackers
the top choice in fastening tools of professional installation men in eiery field, including
CATV, telephone, electrical, electronics, communications, alarm systems and many more.

4 Models Fit All Wires and Cables Ranging From 3/16" to 1/2" in Diameter.

+.1•Je.

Uses 3/16' round
crown staples in 3/8'
and 7 16" leg lengths for diameters up to 3/16"

Uses 1
4" round
crown staples in 9/32",
3/8", 7.16 - and 9,16" leg
lengths -for diameters up to 1/4".

Uses 5/16" round
crown staples in 3/8",
1/2" and 9,16" leg lengths
-for diameters up to 5/16".

—

Uses 1/2" flat
crown staples in 9/16",
5/8" and 7,8" leg lengths
-for diameters up to 1/2".

THE RIGHT ARROW TACKER AND STAPLE SIZE TO USE FOR THE RIGHT CATV INSTALLATION:
For fastening ground wire -use
Model T-18 with 3 8 leg staple.

Call your supplier or
write for catalog & prices.

For fastening RG-59 -use Model
T-25 with 9/16" leg staple.

•

For fastening RG-6 -use Model
T-37 with 9/16" leg staple

rn
R RROW FRS TENER C OMPAPIle
•
Reader Service Number 14.

or astening R -11 -use Model
T-75 w th 5 8" and 7/8" leg
staples.

271 Mayhill Street
Saddle Brook
New Jersey 07662

Character generators
and ad insertion equipment
By Jay Vaughan
Project Engineer, Engineering and Technology
American Television and Communications Corp.

The installation and maintenance of character generators and
local advertising insertion equipment is usually left to avideo
technician or headend technician. Nevertheless, it is important
for the installer and the field technician to understand the basic
operation and possible effects of the equipment—particularly,
problems that subscribers might see as a result of improper
maintenance or failure of the equipment.

Character generators
The first character generators (CGs) were able to store only
one or two pages of information, and the text was displayed in
asingle type font (character style or size) with alimited choice
of background colors. They were originally used by cable operators for "filler" materials on extra channels that were available.
Today, CGs are available with arange of characteristics. Newer
models have many font choices and can display several background colors at the same time.
CGs also can store hundreds of text pages and can interface
with graphics equipment for display of figures and other images

along with text information. Specially configured units can
accommodate some of the newer programming services. Modified CGs can display data received either by satellite or telephone data lines. Data services provided in this way include
listings of channel programming, weather information, stock
quotes and news wire services. CGs can be set up as single
stand-alone units that output asingle page of text at atime. Or,
by using amaster control computer, they can be linked to operate
as asystem. In this way, each CG acts as a "slave unit" and
provides specific pages of text to aparticular channel. Generally,
the master control unit stores pages of text that have been
created then sends the information to aCG slave unit for display
on a predetermined channel based upon a given schedule
(Figure 1).
On the one hand, CGs can produce very bright, vivid pages
of text and graphics displays that look good even at the•
perimeters of acable TV system where other pictures are beginning to look noisy. On the other, they can create problems for
TV sets, new models as well as older ones, that are not properly
aligned.
The most common problem is abuzzing sound on the program audio called "sync buzz." This is caused by the combina-

Figure 1: Character generator system layout
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• Optional load sharing of VCRs
• Single channel integrity
• Automatic tape duplication
• Record & playback using
standard or super VHS decks
• Stereo audio capability

The Ad Cue Family of Commercial Insertion Systems
Studio Pro •Ad Cue Jr. •Ad Cue 100 •Ad Cue II •Ad Cue 2000

TELE -ENGINEERING CORPORATION

am
2Central Street, Framingham, MA 01701
TEL. (617) 877-6494
1-800 TECTELE
FAX (617) 788-0324
Reeder Service Number 8.

tion of the crispness or definition of the lettering used on the
text page, the color of the characters and the color of the page
that the lettering is on. Even with proper CG alignment and
modulator setup, sync buzz may be heard on afair percentage
of sets in the system. The brighter the white lettering when inserted on adark background, the more noticeable the buzz will
become.
Fine tuning of the TV set is also critical on a charactergenerated channel, because even the slightest mistuning can
result in the sync buzz. And although atest set connected to
the cable in the subscriber's home may not buzz, the installer
or technician should verify that the cable system's CG units are
set up or operating properly before concluding that the problem
is with the TV set. To eliminate the buzz, it may be possible to
program the CGs with a more subdued color for the text and
background page.
While on the subject of choosing colors for the text and background displays, another point worth mentioning is the effect
of the color choice on the amount of noise that one may perceive
in the picture. The experienced CG programmer may be able
to reduce the amount of noise that is visible in the display pages
on acustomer's television while also minimizing the chances
for sync buzz. Intermittent loss of aconverterklescrambler's ability to decode achannel while it displays character-generated
information also can be a result of the same criteria that may
cause sync buzz; that is, choice of non-ideal coloring of text and
background, or improper setup. CGs are basically computer
technology devices and as such are sensitive to AC power line
outages or glitches. A momentary loss of power may only cause
some of the text to appear garbled, while acomplete outage
lasting afew seconds may cause the unit to lose all stored text

pages, resulting in ablank screen, an empty page or arandom
display of characters. Fortunately, better units normally have a
backup battery to prevent loss of information as aresult of power
outages.

Commercial insertion equipment
The insertion of local advertising into satellite-delivered services has recently developed as a revenue producing opportunity for cable systems. The number of channels (services) used
for local ad insertion varies, ranging from one to eight channels.
Four channels are probably the average.
Local ad insertion equipment to accommodate these services
has progressed significantly over the last five years. Originally,
commercial insertion was achieved by an operator who put a
tape in aplayer and flipped aswitch when it was time to run a
commercial spot. In contrast (see Figure 2), today's state-of-theart equipment consists of a computerized system that automatically schedules, plays and logs commercials through control of up to 25 tape players and switchers. Additionally, these
units can automatically insert ads into several channels
simultaneously.
The fundamental component in any ad insertion system is the
videotape player (VTP), used to playback the prerecorded commercial. Depending on the complexity of the insertion system
and the number of channels with ad insertion capability, asystem
has as few as two VTPs or as many as 30.
In fairly simple systems, the VTP is controlled by a simple
device that listens for special tones sent by the satellite programmer, indicating that the local systems can insert an ad eight
seconds after the first tone. When atone occurs, the control
device sends acommand to the VTP to start the tape then swit-

Figure 2: Insertion system layout (single channel)
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ches out the video program feed from the satellite receiver and
replaces it with the signal from the VTP. When the tone is sent
to indicate that the local insertion period has ended, the control
device switches the satellite program feed back onto the channel
and stops the VTP.
In more complex systems, the controller has a schedule of
different commercials to be run on each channel. Before the
local ad is scheduled to run, the computer automatically instructs
aspecific VTP to find aspecific advertisement on atape, which
also may have 20 or more other ads on it. The computer now
monitors the control device referenced earlier and instructs the
VTP to start playing the local ad when the satellite start tones
are received. When the first ad is finished, it may have adifferent
machine play another ad on the same channel. Or, it may simply
instruct the VTP to get ready for the next scheduled ad. The computer then logs what time aspecific commercial played and on
which channe'. To protect the programming from extended interruptions, the better systems are designed to automatically switch
back to the satellite video feed after a preset amount of time
(usually 60-12) seconds)—i.e., even without the indicating tone
to return to the satellite programming.
Picture quality on channels capable of the insertion of local
advertising is usually only affected by the insertion equipment
close to and during the time the local spots are being aired. The
total amount Df time involved usually does not add up to more
than two minLtes per hour on agiven channel. Changes in audio
level and areduction in picture quality while airing the local spot
are probably the most common problems associated with the
ad insertion process. The change in audio level is in some cases
the result of apopular VTP's inability to produce the "standard"
audio output level that most satellite receivers are set up for,
thereby causing a change when the local spot is played.
The picture quality degradation is usually afunction of the
number of tines the tape containing the ad is copied during the
editing process (this process is needed to build atape containing multiple commercials). Also, the original production of the
commercial may have been done with less expensive equipment
and therefore lower signal quality than with comparable network
advertising. Also, without proper maintenance of the VTPs, the
picture qually of the aired commercial may be impaired.
Commercial insertion systems that do not feature video time
base correction and/or frame synchronization may cause the
picture on television sets to roll once at the beginning or end
of a local ad insertion. If the insertion system controller does
not have afeature that forces it to switch achannel back to its
original video feed after apreset amount of time, the channel
could go blank following alocal commercial if the control device
did not receive the tones that inform it that the local avail is
finished.
In these situations, while there is little actual corrective work
that installers and field technicians can do, they can provide
valuable information to cable operators on problem symptoms
and how fflitensive the problems are.

A valuable link
All of us in the cable industry would like to be able to deliver
the highest quality signal possible on all channels. Proper operation and maintenance of character generators and commercial
insertion equipment can contribute to this goal and, in turn, to
subscriber satisfaction. By being aware and understanding the
symptoms of improper settings and fault equipment for headend equipment as well as subscriber equipment, installers and
field technicians can be avaluable link between transmitting
equipment operators and the subscriber.
•
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Headend design considerations
By Patrick K. McDonough
Corporate Chief Engineer, United Cable Television Corp.

Although there is not much call for the construction, of new
headends anymore, a thorough understanding of what is involved in this process is helpful in both upgrade situations and
for ongoing maintenance. This knowledge will allow atechnician
to quickly and confidently troubleshoot headend problems. Further, in the case of asystem rebuild/upgrade, technical personnel
can properly engineer headend expansions.
Cable TV headends are unique in many respects. They can
be as complicated as a broadcast studio or as simple as a
SMATV (satellite master antenna television) setup. In any case,
the primary function of aheadend is to provide consistent, highquality television signals to acable system.
Planning is the key
In any endeavor, proper planning can mean the difference between failure and success. The design and implementation of
acable headend is no different. There are so many things that
can go wrong that athorough plan is necessary to minimize the
potential for problems.
The first step in headend design is to determine exactly what
the headend will be expected to do. How many channels will
ultimately be required, how many of these are satellite fed or
off-air, VideoCipher requirements, the number and type of locally
originated channels, ad insertion needs, pay-per-view needs,
possible BTSC stereo channels, scrambling methods, tiering
schemes, emergency alert requirements and the number of
trunk lines to be fed are all items to consider before aheadend
can be designed. Each of these items is necessary so proper
rack space can be allowed, enough power and air-conditioning
provided and the correct size room or building constructed.
It is very important that the ultimate channel capacity be determined up front and at least afairly firm lineup be decided upon
before the actual headend design is started. Without this information, you could end up with something as small and completely packed as ajet cockpit or the size of asmall hangar filled
mostly with expensively cooled air.
Once achannel lineup and final capacity have been determined, the next step is to draw up apreliminary racking plan.
If you know what types of equipment you will be using, pull the
specifications sheets and note the sizes of each piece of gear.
Fortunately, there has been agood deal of standardization in
size within the industry so this process is fairly easy. Good thing
too, because the rack plan is very rarely correct and usually has
to be redone a number of times.
My preference is to rack for all potential channels, present
and future. Allow sufficient space for scrambling, BTSC encoders, combiners, splitters and other necessary equipment
within the racks. It is critical that air flow be considered during
this step. If open racks are to be used, allow for aseparation
of 13
/ inches between each piece of equipment. If closed racks
4
are used, aspacing of 13
/ to 31/2 inches should be figured. The
4
use of rack fans should be considered and adequate space
included if necessary.
In racking aheadend, the method Iprefer is to provide for a
logical signal flow. For instance, all of the input signals, whether
24
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satellite, off-air or local origination, are fed into one end of the
rack setup and proceed through to the output at the other end.
If this approach is used, it is necessary to plan for rack placement in allowance with the scheme. That is, the input end of
the racks should be close to where the antenna leads and earth
station feeds actually enter the room. This kind of plan also allows
for agrouping of similar pieces of equipment. All of the satellite
receivers, demods, character generators, etc., are collocated.
If space is allowed for spares, then in the event of a problem
the bad piece can be quickly bypassed and the spare connected
into the circuit. This also allows agreat deal of flexibility if channel changes are made in the future as satellite services change.
Another approach gaining popularity is to cluster channelspecific equipment. This involves locating all of the equipment
for each channel together. For example, acluster for HBO might
include the satellite receiver, VideoCipher, BTSC encoder,
scrambler and modulator. Interconnecting leads are kept short
and, other than power cords, the only external wiring to each
cluster is one input cable, one output cable and perhaps alead
to/from the addressable controller.
The type of scrambling used, if any, will affect the rack-up.
In systems where baseband scrambling is employed, the signals
must be at video. This means that demodulators and modulators
may be needed for off-air channels and should be planned for
in the rack scheme. Whatever the case, it is good engineering
practice to rack the headend for all future channels with feed
lines, audio cables and control lines, all permanently in place.
By doing so, patch panels and jumpers are all that are needed
to accomplish channel or service changes.
Floor plan
When afairly complete rack diagram has been completed,
afloor plan should be devised. In cases where an existing room
is being used, arranging the racks may take abit of ingenuity.
In anew facility, adequate floor space can be specified in the
beginning. Racks used to be laid out in astraight line. In today's
expanded bandwidth systems, this could mean aheadend the
approximate length of acoal train, so other configurations are
the norm. These can be L-, C- or U-shaped designs.
When laying out the floor plan, remember the following factors: signal input and output locations, air flow, entry (door) location and access. As noted before, the input equipment racks
should be physically located near the feed line entry. Also consider the flow of air within the room so that no "hot spots" result
due to flow restrictions. Allow adequate space in front of and
behind the racks so maintenance can be performed quickly and
easily. There is almost nothing as frustrating as having apiece
of equipment go down and not being able to get to it.
Another important factor to consider in the floor plan is the
wiring. Some technicians prefer top of the rack wiring, while
others prefer bottom wiring. Iprefer using acomputer floor and
running everything underneath the racks. Acomputer floor also
can be fed with cold air that is then vented into the bottom of
each rack. This is the most efficient method of ensuring adequate temperature control short of building the whole headend
inside agiant refrigerator.
Thought also must be given to electrical wiring. Again, acorn-
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puter floor is advantageous in that adedicated outlet can be positioned at the base of each rack. In cases where this type of flooring cannot be used, installing the plugs at ceiling level is usually
the best alternative. This eliminates the accidental disconnection
of power to the racks and prevents accidents as well.
Several other items must be considered when doing the floor
plan. A work bench with power outlets should be included, as
well as astorage area for spare parts and tools. Most of the test
equipment should be racked up with the headend, but agood
bench test setup is auseful addition in any headend. If an addressable control computer is to be located in or near the headend, include adequate floor space, environmental controls and
AC line conditioning in the overall plan as well.
One further notice on wiring: It is very important to identify
each wire in the headend, at both ends, with apermanent type
of marker. The use of colored cables also is of great benefit as
an aid to troubleshooting and maintenance. For instance, all
modulator inputs can be done with blue wire, outputs with green,
video with red and so on. In wide-bandwidth headends with all
the bells and whistles, this can cut problem resolution time
significantly. In any case, aschematic diagram of all headend
wiring should be part of the overall project.
Powering and air-conditioning
Now that the racking and layout are done, it is time to figure
out how much power and air-conditioning will be needed. Whatever the size of your facility, do not use too small a number of
power circuits because asingle fault can result in the shutdown
of a large number of channels or even the entire headend. It
may cost alittle more up front, but it is better to plan for alarger
number of separate power circuits that, at worst, would affect
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only one or two racks. Power planning is based on the equipment specification sheets. Simply total the wattage required for
all the equipment to be fed off each circuit and protect each line
with abreaker rated about 11
2 times the maximum calculated
/
load.
In some locations, you must consider the use of apower conditioner to smooth out power surges. Take care in selecting a
conditioner, since afailure in this unit can be difficult to bypass.
A standby power system also must be planned. UPS (uninterruptible power supplies) systems may be used in cases where
computers are installed and there is agood deal of mass storage
in the character generators.
Standby power generators can be fed with propane, gasoline
or natural gas; the decision to use one fuel over another should
be carefully considered. In any case, the generator must supply enough power to run every piece of gear, present or future,
in the headend. Power wiring should be arranged so that the
headend circuits, lighting and air-conditioning are all fed by the
generator.
Determining air-conditioning capacity is not too difficult after
figuring how much power is needed. Air-conditioning requirements are figured in btu (British thermal units). The formula
generally used is:
btu = total wattage in the headend x 3.41.
One ton of air moving capacity equals approximately 12,500
btu. Five tons or more of capacity is not uncommon in modern
headends. Some engineers prefer to use two small air-conditioning units to increase efficiency and prevent total loss of cooling
in the event of afailure. Consider room shape and rack placement to determine air flow and place air-conditioning (AC) units
or vents accordingly. As noted before, venting underneath acomputer floor and up into the racks is a very efficient method of
controlling equipment temperature. If necessary, consider the
services of an HVAC specialist.
One last, extremely important factor in this category is grounding. A headend cannot be overgrounded; every effort should
be made to assure total grounding of this facility. Racks should
be tied together using a tinned, braided wire rope or #6 soft
drawn copper wire and bonded to AC ground. The AC ground
also is bonded to the tower and earth station ground grids by
#6 wire. It also is agood idea to bond individual pieces of equipment to the grounding system as well. Don't skip anything in
making sure the headend is grounded.
Do it yourself or turnkey
The last planning step is deciding whether you are going to
build the headend yourself or have it pre-built and shipped to
your site already wired up. There are benefits, as well as drawbacks, to both approaches. The one major benefit of doing it
yourself is that you have control over the whole process and know
the headend inside out. Doing it yourself is very time-consuming
though, so if you have anything else at all to do, like eat or sleep,
it might be wise to look at a pre-built headend.
Pre-builts come fully wired and usually all that is required to
install and connect the individual pieces. Obviously, apre-built
unit will be more expensive and even though they are supposed
to be pretested, my experience has been that everything, including the connectors and passives, should be thoroughly
checked and tested before going on-line.
When you are finally done, you should have aquality headend
producing quality pictures. Proper planning will result in fewer
delays, smaller headaches and a better end-product.
•
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The history of CATV
By Rikki T. Lee
Cable TV wasn't always the kind of service many of us take
for granted today, with aplethora of satellite-delivered signals,
channel capacities to match and addressability. In fact, the first
25 years or so of its history, "CATV" meant "community antenna
television" and was used to bring to remote towns (for amonthly charge) the same broadcast stations that the nearby large
cities were receiving free.
Communities in several states claim to have started the first
CATV system, including ones in Oregon, Arkansas and Pennsylvania, and the topic is hotly debated to this day. However, most
people in the industry believe that the distinction goes to
Lansford, Pa., nestled in the Panther Valley area of the Blue
Mountains. Here, agroup of radio and appliance dealers, led
by Robert Tarlton, unhappy about lack of sales of television sets
(due to zero reception of three TV stations from Philadelphia),
joined forces in 1948.
The plan was simple: Build an antenna tower at nearby Summit Hill, string RG-11U coaxial cable down telephone poles on
the hill and distribute the signal through the town. To boost the
signal, three Jerrold amplifiers were situated 2,000 feet apart
down the hill. A network of coaxial cable and taps sent the signal
into the neighborhoods.

Building the system really wasn't atop-secret operation. Rex
Porter of Pyramid Industries assisted in the construction of
several CATV systems in the late '50s and recalls, "I was making
a signal survey on a mountain near this one Kentucky town,
which was located in a little bowl at the foot of the mountain.
But they had no TVs or TV reception. Iused a GE Portacolor,
a12-inch color set. As Iwalked around the panel truck, paying
attention to what I
was doing, Inoticed these people coming up
the mountain in their cars.
"They parked and set their folding chairs right by my television. They were bringing food over to me and saying, 'Could
we get you not to change the antenna setting until the program's
over with?' When Ifinished my survey, it was one in the morning. Ithink there were 60 people making asemicircle around
my portable TV set. They stayed until the stations went off the
air. This was their introduction not only to a CATV system but
to television itself."
In asmall town, everyone knew the cable operator personally.
Says Ecker, "One brisk fall morning, one of my subscribers
jumped in front of my car and stopped me, complaining bitterly
that the night before the TV had gone off at eight. He sat in front
of the set for two hours before he gave up. He asked me what
Iwas going to do about it."

CATV marches on
In 1948, faced with an increasing number of broadcast stations, the Federal Communications Commission decided that
to ensure equitable allocation of available frequencies no new

After signing contracts with the telephone and power companies, the CATV system began operation. A school holiday was
declared the day the system was turned on in 1949. TV sets
began to be sold, and 100 homes signed up for the new CATV
service. The installation fee was $100 with a monthly service
charge of $3. Cable television was born.

It also boosted the increase in the number of community
antenna television systems. By the time the moratori urn was over

In the early days, cable wasn't exactly the well-oiled machine
it is today. According to Len Ecker, apioneer in the cable industry
and presently aconsultant, "Most of the subscribers were for-

in 1952, 70 CATV systems served over 14,000 households. Three
years later, there were over 400 systems with atotal of 150,000
subscribers.

tunate if every time they turned on the TV set they had any kind
of picture. Iwould estimate that roughly 35 to 40 percent of the
time, the cable wasn't working at all."
Not far away from Panther Valley and at nearly the same time,

by the FCC, since these systems merely amplified and distributed signals. However, during the '50s, some systems began

in Mahanoy City, Pa., John Walson, another appliance store
owner, strung twin-lead cable from amountain antenna he had
erected. Walson's CATV service had over 700 subscribers by
the middle of 1948.
Maintaining the headend and antenna atop the mountain
proved to be dangerous for some technical personnel. As Ecker
reports, "We had no roads down our mountain, just a7,000-foot
run. And the side of that mountain was literally alive with snakes.
I
did get bit on the ankle by arattlesnake once. We used to have
to replace the cable rather frequently because it would get
chewed up by bears."
Meanwhile, in Astoria, Ore., Ed Parsons was involved in similar
efforts to bring in TV signals from Seattle. He set up his antenna
atop alocal hotel and strung twin-lead cable to his subscribers.
Although these and other CATV systems started around the
same time (late 1940s) and achieved the same results, the major
differences between the Lansford system and many of the others
were a fee for subscribing and the type of cable used. Subscribers in other communities received the CATV service free
if they bought aTV set from the town's only appliance store (more
often than not, the owner of the CATV system).
28
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licenses would be granted. This freeze added to the complaints
of those not in populated areas about the inability to receive
signals.

The early CATV systems were neither regulated nor licensed

importing distant signals of independent stations via microwave
relays.
Also, afew cable operators experimented with pay TV According to Ecker, "The first pay TV system was in Bartlesville, Okla.
It was computer controlled and would let people pay only for
what they watched. You could watch the movie for six minutes
and 59 seconds. If you turned it off before the seventh minute
came up, you wouldn't have to pay for it.
"The computer we used filled up a reasonable sized room.
It took that computer seven minutes to go through a16,000-subscriber base; it had to do with computer speed, not marketing.
Idon't think we ever admitted that to anyone; people thought
we were clever."
These new and unregulated activities by the cable operators
angered the owners of broadcast stations. By the end of the '50s,
when over 600 cable systems were in operation, broadcasters
began to clamor for some kind of control of cable. The FCC's
first action in 1962, the Carter Mountain Transmission Corp. decision, began the regulation of cable's use of microwave transmission. In 1965, the commission established jurisdiction over
all microwave-fed cable systems.
The FCC's Second Report and Order of 1966, later upheld by

the Supreme Court, placed restrictions on cable systems in the
use of microwave relays to import distant signals. This in effect
"froze" development of cable systems for over six years, when
a more lenient regulation of cable was initiated by the FCC.
"This was just the start of the 12-channel system and the start
of transistors." recalls Porter. "I went to work in Huntsville, Ala.,
and all their systems were low-band and had RG-11 trunk and
RG-6 feeder cable. Nowadays those are just drop cable; but back
then, that's what they had for trunk and feeder.
"All of the cable at that time," Porter remembers, "the trunk
and feeder, had copper wire semiconductors. There wasn't such
athing as copper-clad aluminum semiconductors. So they were
quite expensive. In '68 we had a shortage, due to a copper
workers' strike, and you couldn't get RG-59. As amatter of fact,
it was so bad, people were buying every source of scrap cable
they could find. They'd offer to buy it from you for twice what
you paid for it, then send you aletter saying that after the strike
they'd give the cable back to you."
With the 1972 reduction of federal regulations, cable systems
began to grow once again. And in 1973, the domestic communications satellite was approved by the FCC. The following year
saw the launch of the first U.S. geostationary satellite, positioned
22,300 miles above the equator and revolving at the same speed
as the Earth.
Perhaps the biggest event in cable history took place in 1975
with the launching of the RCA satellite Satcom I. A small premium service called Home Box Office was the first to transmit
its signal via satellite. With this new technology, the number of

cable subscribers more than doubled in six years, to nearly 20
million in 1981. (Prior to this, some programming was distributed
or "bicycled" from city to city.)
Changing technology
The number of orbiting satellites (and, hence, transponder
space for programmers) grew. Cable operators needed new,
sophisticated technology to receive, transmit and (later) decode
the signals. More and more urban areas began to build, earth
station "antenna farms" sprang up and headends added extra
racks of new equipment.
And coaxial cable changed, too. In 1964, foam dielectric cable
contained asmall center conductor and assured abandwidth
of 50 to 216 MHz. Ten years later, the first generation gas-injected
polyethylene cable appeared, assuring abandwidth of 5to 300
MHz. Again, 10 years later, the fourth generation gas-injected
polyethylene cable was the first to feature acore-to-center conductor and sheath-to-jacket bonding, assuring abandwidth of
5to 600 MHz.
Finally, subscriber equipment changed and expanded, offering programmable remotes with volume control and eventordering capabilities, addressable converters with parental lockout, and VCR and stereo hookups.
And what of the future of cable TV? The possibilities seem
almost endless: rebuilding with fiber-optic cable, ever-expanding capacity, new subscriber services like impulse pay-per-view
and impulse home shopping, hookups to personal computers,
and, who knows, perhaps even two-way holography.
•
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If the manufacturer of the modulator you are now using says that
...there is an additional charge for Hyperband operation and that
...to guarantee meeting FCC21006 you will need acomb generator,
...but if he will only guarantee his work for one year. then you
should consider the following:
• The ISS Engineering GL2610XT Series II operates on ALL
channels from 2through WW without costly options. Inexpensive
options are available for 4.5 audio, TChannel opera:ion and remote
RS-232 Control.
• The stability of the ISS GL2610XT Series Il modulator is
GUARANTEED TO BE BETTER THAN +5 kHz. So, at worst case
you meet FCC specification without comb generators.
• THREE FULL YEARS. That's right. When you build a better
product you provide abetter warranty. Only ISS Engineering has
the faith in their performance to offer Full Three Year Warranty.
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AE a final consideration, you can have this stability plus user
selectable stereo bandwidth, user selectable offsets 1
.
0, 12.5, 25
kHz) for only $856.00. So, if your current supplier cannot offer you
We stability, ease of operation, and their faith in their product is
limited to one year or less, then consider the right choice — The
ISS Engineering GL2610XT Series II.

GL2610XT Series II

ISS Engineering, Inc.
104 Constitution Drive, #4
Menlo Park, CA 94025
1415) 853-0833
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Basic electronics theory
This is Part of aseries about basic electrical and electronic principles, designed for the individual with little or no training in either
electricity or electronics.
By Kenneth Deschler
Cable Correspondence Courses

This month we will introduce you to a device known as a
resistor, acomponent used to limit the amount of current flowing in an electrical circuit. We can define an "electrical circuit"
as an arrangement of one or more complete paths for current
flow. We'll also cover the resistor color code, metric units and
Ohm's law relationships between voltage, current and
resistance.

rxed and variable resistors
Resistors are electrical components that are made to have
aspecific amount of resistance. In our last lesson, we learned
that the resistance of awire conductor increases with its length
and thickness. By winding aconductor around an insulated form,

Figure 1:
Typical resistor
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we can make aresistor of almost any value we desire. This type
is called a wirewound resistor. Wirewound resistors can be
manufactured with very accurate values of resistance. Because
of the limitations of physical size, wirewound resistors are not
able to exceed 15,000 ohms. (As ageneral rule, the word "ohm"
is not used after the value of aresistor, but rather the Greek symbol is used instead. Therefore, the limit of wirewound resistors
is written 15,0002) Wirewound resistors may have one or more
taps along their length in order to obtain different values of
resistance from one unit.
Two others types of fixed resistors are carbon composition
and deposited film. A carbon cornposition resistor is made by
combining carbon or graphite with a filler material such as
bakelite and forming it into the shape of acylinder. Wire leads
are then inserted into each end, and the mixture is dried and
coated with an insulating material.
A carbon composition resistor is shown in Figure 1. By varying either the distance between the ends of the leads within the
mixture or its composition, different values of resistance may
be obtained. Deposited film resistors are made by coating an
insulated rod with a metal film. Affixed to each end of the rod
is acap and wire lead to allow connection to an electrical circuit. Carbon composition and deposited film resistors can be
made in values up to 100 million ft.
Because of the heat generated by current flowing through
resistors, they are made in various physical sizes and shapes
and have awattage rating along with their ohmic value. Common values of wattage rating extend from one-tenth of awatt
to as high as 100 watts. A watt is the unit of measure of electrical power and is found by multiplying the voltage times the
current. The symbol for watt is W.
The most common way of obtaining avariable resistor is to
form either ablock of carbon composition material or acoil of
resistance wire into aloop and attach awiper arm to move over
its surface. In this way any value of resistance may be obtained
from zero to the maximum value of the resistor. An example of
avariable resistor is the volume control on aTV receiver. Two
types of variable resistors are shown in Figure 1.

Resistor color code

_e
Rheostat
l\r

\C......

Figure 2: Color coding on a resistor

°

In order to mark resistors with their ohmic values, manufacturers either paint color bands or stamp the value on the body
of the resistor. Generally wirewound resistors are stamped; carbon composition and deposited film resistors are color-coded
with color bands. Figure 2depicts acarbon composition resistor
with four color bands to designate its ohmic value and tolerance.
Tolerance is the amount above and below the coded value by
which the resistance is allowed to deviate. As can be seen, the
first three bands are located close to one end and the fourth band
is situated close to the center of the resistor's body. Reading
the code is done by recording the number value of each band.
The numerical values of the various colors are:

Tolerance
- Number of zeros
-Second number
- First number
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Black
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green

=-

1
2
3
4
5

Blue
Violet
Gray
White
Gold
Silver

•
•
•
•
•
•

6
7
8
9
5 percent
10 percent

In Figure 2the first band (closest to the end) signifies the first
number, the second band the second number and the third band
the number of zeros. Imagine that the first band is blue, the second is yellow and the third is red. By decoding the colors we
find that a resistor coded blue, yellow and red is 6,400 Si
Remember, the third band is not anumber but rather the amount
of zeros after the two numbers. If the third band is either gold
or silver, then the value of the resistor is 5 percent (0.5) or 10
percent (.1) of the value of the first two numbers. For example,
aresistor coded blue, yellow and silver would be 64 times .1 or
6.4 9.
The fourth band shows the resistor's tolerance value. For example, aresistor coded blue, yellow, red and silver would have
avalue between 5,760 and 7,040 a If the fourth band is missing,
the tolerance is 20 percent of the coded value of the resistor.

Metric units
Metric units are used in electronic work to designate very large
or very small quantities of voltage, current, resistance and power.
Metric units also are used to designate sizes of other components in electronic circuits. The more common metric designations and their values are as follows:
mega (M) = 1million
kilo (k) = 1,000
milli (m) = one-thousandth
micro (µ) = one-millionth
nano (n) = one-billionth
pico (p) = one-trillionth
Examples include:
5,000 watts = 5 kW
.003 volts =3 mV
.000007 amperes = 7pA

Ohm's law
Ohm's law is the relationship between voltage (E), current (I),
resistance (R) and power (P) in an electrical circuit. Figure 3is
an Ohm's law wheel, a collection of formulas used to find an
unknown electrical quantity if two other quantities are known.
Let us now use some of these formulas in the following
examples:
Example #1: How much current is used by atoaster? Answer:
First write down the amount of watts listed on the nameplate of
your toaster. Second, write down the voltage required by the
toaster. Next, find the segment of Figure 3containing the letter
"I" (current). We see that only one formula can be used when
we know voltage (E) and power (P):

I= P/E
By substituting the values obtained from the nameplate we
can find the amount of current used by the toaster. Let's say the
toaster uses 1,500 watts of power and is connected to 120 volts.
So:
I= 1,500/120
= 12.5 amperes
Example #2: What is the resistance of a 100-watt light bulb?
Answer: According to the markings on the bulb, 120 volts are
required for illumination. Look for aformula from Figure 3to obtain the resistance (R) when we have values of power (P) and

voltage (E). That formula is:
R =E 2/P
The small number 2above the value of voltage (E) means that
it must be multiplied by itself. Substituting our known values,
we find that the resistance of a 100-watt light bulb is:
R = (120 x 120)/100 = 14,400/100
R = 144 e

Check yourself
1) What is the value and tolerance of acarbon composition
resistor with color bands of green, violet, brown and silver?
2) What color bands are used to designate 37,000 St at 5percent on acarbon composition resistor?
3) What is the most resistance obtainable with awirewound
resistor?
4) What is awatt?
5) Ohm's law is the relationship between
and
Next month we will learn the symbols used in circuit diagrams
and explore series DC circuits.
•
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Correction
In last month's "Basic electronics theory," the final sentence
on pg. 22 should read: "The unit of current is the ampere (A);
opposition to current flow is called resistance, which is dependent upon cross-sectional area (thickness), length, temperature
and the type of material used." We regret any confusion that
the error may have caused.
Installer/Technician
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Recycling
resources
By Tom Wood Jr.
Accounts Manager, Resource Recovery Systems

The main purpose of the cable TV companies is to sell programming to subscribers whose monthly fees enable the
systems to make aprofit. What better way
is there to help ensure the industry's success than saving money, whenever and
wherever possible, and passing those savings along to the consumer? As in any business the blatant waste of capital and resources, resulting in an escalation of
costs, is asure-fire formula for eventual
failure. Why then does the cable industry
think it is any different in its ability to
operate efficiently with such flagrant
extravagance?
Millions and even billions of dollars are
spent every year on cable system construction, both new and rebuild, most of which
is expended on labor and materials. Go
into most system headend yards (or their
contractors'), however, and chances are
you will see an unsightly accumulation of
wooden cable reels, coax cable and electronics either lying on the ground or in the
trash dumpster.
Ask any director of construction or engineering and he will tell you that this type
of material is not only part of the expected
and accepted 5to 10 percent "waste factor," but is even budgeted for! Materials
such as aluminum, copper and plastic,
whose scrap value has never been higher,
are being systematically hauled to landfills and dump sites (those that will still
take them) around the country.
Not only are the cable systems missing
out on the potential revenue to be garnished by the sale of these salvageable
materials, they are also spending the high
labor costs of using technicians or their
contractors to dismantle reels and load
cable into their trash dumpsters. These
dumpsters can cost over $600 per load in
some parts of the country.
Anyone who has dealt with the problem
can tell you that it doesn't take very many
reels (even disassembled) to fill even the
largest of trash boxes. In many areas, particularly the Northeast where these costs
tend to be the highest, the trash hauling
34
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companies and the landfills are even refusing to accept such bulky items...at any
price.
Far too often the construction and engineering people are too busy with the
details of actually building the system and
all the hassles that entail to appreciate the
problems awaiting them with the disposal
of leftover or unusable construction materials. Piles of partial reels of cable or miles
of wrecked-out coax with steel strand and
lashing wire have been known to actually
halt construction until asolution could be
found...a nightmare for the system as well
as its aerial and undergrond construction
contractors.
These same contractors are often the
ones burdened with the responsibility for
disposing of the scrap but, unless handled
turnkey, without benefit of the rights to
the sale thereof. Consequently, they can
hardly be held accountable for not caring
what happens to these materials once they
are removed.
The solution, obviously, is to be able to
predict this type of situation before it ever
occurs. Preplanning for this eventuality
in advance of construction can prove prudent in more ways than one. It's relatively
easy to flip open any Yellow Pages and look
under "Trash Hauler" or "Scrap Dealer"
as atemporary solution to the problem.
Do these people, however, understand the
cable business? Are they geared to handle the specific needs of the system? Are
they reliable and can they be trusted to provide not only aservice but pay for the re-

cyclable materials they are entrusted to
remove? More often than not, unfortunately, the answers are "no."
Careful screening and attention, not
only to bid rates but also to performance
history, are given to those construction
contractors enlisted by the cable company
in the handling of their new materials. Why
then are not the same prerequisites required of those handling the system scrap?
As with any service organization, "you
get what you pay for." Those companies
who are either not prepared to pay for
materials removed or who want the sys-

tem's personnel to do all the work (disassembling reels, loading cable, etc.) are
hardly offering a "service." Likewise,
those companies who bid the highest price
and are willing to do the work may only
be able to quote that price, knowing that
they have no intention of actually paying
or possibly paying for only part of what
they have hauled away.
All too often those same individuals who
are so concerned about the "highest bid"
from asalvage contractor at the beginning
of abuild are content to accept such second-rate service or blatant thievery rather
Installer/Technician
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unique service in the industry...at no
charge to the system! This is certainly an
attractive alternative to spending
thousands of dollars in disposal costs to
have these materials hauled to costprohibitive landfills and dump sites.
The concept of revenue generated from
the sale of non-usable construction materials being sufficient for "party" or "picnic funds" is an incorrect but understandable one. For years the systems have been
paying to have these saleable materials
hauled away as trash. If they ever got paid
at all, it was so little that it would just about
cover the cost of a few beers or some
barbeque.
Proper monitoring of the scrap as well
as the contractor assigned to handle it,
than make achange or face ayard full of struction for over four years. We also hanhowever, will ensure much more in the way
scrap. As long as the mess is kept up, the dle the scrap from new and rebuild conof actual in-pocket return. A 10 percent
construction personnel are content while struction simultaneously from numerous
"waste factor" on $1 million dollars worth
the cable system misses out on thousands locations around the country. In addition,
of construction materials is $100,000...
of dollars of potential revenue. Unlike RRS has dealt with the various cable quite a nice party budget! Resource
signal theft, which represents lost poten- manufacturers in the implementation and
Recovery Systems has paid out hundreds
tial revenue, every pound of cable that the continuation of their various reel recycling
of thousands of dollars in reimbursement
for materials handled from systems around
system does not utilize in its construction programs.
Disassembly and disposal of the wooden
the country.
or is not paid for in scrap recovery is an
One of the main problems seems to be
actual out-of-pocket expenditure that has reels is one of the most costly aspects of
handling the salvage from any cable build.
that of education. Those individuals who
to be accounted for somewhere.
Resource Recovery Systems has been By providing the labor to assemble, strip are in charge of monitoring or disposing
handling only those non-usable, salvage- and prepare the reels for shipment back of the scrap are not always in aposition
able materials from cable TV system con- to their manufacturers, RRS provides a to attend the trade shows or do not always
read the trade publications and their advertisements to know who is available. It then
becomes the responsibility of corporate
engineering, construction or even purchasing to ensure that the various system•
level people know who they can contact
in advance of construction to prevent
downtime and lost revenue.
Resource Recovery Systems has always
made it apoint to copy the corporate office
of any system they handle scrap from. In
addition to helping corporate keep track
of where the monies are coming from, it
also helps them monitor acceptable levels
of scrap being generated from any particular system. After all, the most efficient
utilization of these expensive construction
materials is in the transmission of cable
Nationwide purchasers of scrap,
TV signal and not in being melted for
scrap!
wreckout and clean coax.
In today's economy, all industries are
finding that waste control can spell the difference between success and failure. The
TOM WOOD, Sr., Marketing Mgr.
United States, with the reputation as the
TOM WOOD, Jr., Accounts Mgr.
most wasteful nation in the world, is being confronted with increasingly massive
8610 Broadway, # 220
disposal problems such as the cost, not
San Antonio, Texas 78217
only of disposal, but also the cost of not
(512) 828-7777
conserving our recyclable resources. It is
FAX (512) 828-2944
therefore the responsibility of the cable TV
Reader Service Number 28.
industry to set an example in the proper
handling of their own scrap materials in
••••••• te ••
••••••••••
their communities.
•
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See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 415.
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THE WORLD'S FIRST 550 MHz, FREQUENCY AGILE,
MODULATOR IS READY
Finally ...a full-featured,
high performance modulator
that simplifies headend operation. Jerrold's COMMANDER
5modulator does so many
things so well, it will change
the way you think: about your
headend.
With freqacncy agility tr) to
550 MHz, COMMANDER 5can
provide any channel in your
headend. That flexibility
means peace or mind because
it reduces your channel downtime and :ecur investment in
spares. Sin.2e it also simplifies
Jerrold's ïn‘entory, rapid

delivery ...usually within 15
days ...is a simple matter.
High quality and reliability
come standard with COMMANDER 5. Jerrold uses
state-of-the-art design and
manufacturing techniques to
reduce the number of interconnections in COMMANDER
5by 88 percent over its predecessor while offering such
other features as.. .
• Front Panel Metering
• IF Automatic Gain Contrpl
• Auxiliary IF Switching

• BTSC Stereo Compatibility
• FCC Compliance ...and
More!
COMMANDER 5 provides
everything you want in a modulator; it reduces your channel
downtime, simplifies ordering
and is ready now.
For more information, contact
your Jerrold Account Executive or call or write Jerrold
Division, General Instrument
Corporation, 2200 Byberry
Road, Hatboro, PA 19040.
(215) 674-4800.

• RF and Baseband Scrambling Compatibility

JERROLD
.
where inmr.adon

atradition.

animmomm
GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
General Instrument 1987

See us at the Cable-Tee Expo, Booth 501.

Reader Service Number 29.

Advertorial
(Note: The advertisement on the previous page is the 550 MHz frequency agile Commander 5modulator. For those operators
requiring less bandwidth, Jerrold also offers thefrequency agile S300M. Installation ofthat modulator is explained in this advertorial.)

Cost-effective headend processing
equipment for cable and SMATV operators
nel output between 2and 36 inclusive.
Frequency offsets of +12.5 kHz and
+25 kHz are programmable from the front
Realizing the need of cable and SMATV
panel. This feature, combined with the 5
operators for headend equipment that prokHz stability, make the S300M completely
vides optimum performance at areasonFCC compliant with Section 76.612.
able price, Jerrold offers the "S" series
The S300M also provides an HRC
line of signal processing equipment. The
assignment, if desired, for standby operaproduct line includes the:
tion. (Note: The S300M cannot be locked
• S300M frequency agile 300 MHz
to acomb generator and therefore should
S300M overview and features
modulator
• S450P frequency agile up- and downThe S300M is afrequency agile modu- not be considered for HRC FCC comlator that employs frequency synthesized pliance).
conversion heterodyne processor
With respect to channel carriage, the
• S890D frequency agile demodulator
LOs (local oscillators) in adual upconversion to provide image-free outputs. The S300M also provides aspectrum inversion
• S412R-7 C-/Ku-band selectable
modulator can be configured for any chan- feature that may be employed by those
satellite receiver
operators using spectrum inversion as a
soft scrambling technique.
Figure 1: Standard channel assignments
Separate IF loops for picture and sound
DIP switches
Freq.
are provided for sync suppression scram10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Ch.
in MHz
1
2
3
4
bling. In addition, the S300M employs
UP
UP
UP
UP
2
55.25
UP
UP
UP
3
61.25
UP
UP
SAW filter technology to maintain aquality
UP
UP
4
67.25
UP
UP
vestigial sideband response and eliminate
UP
UP
UP
UP
5
77.25
UP
UP
any possibility of adjacent channel
UP
UP
UP
6
83.25
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
7
175.23 UP
interference.
UP
UP
UP
UP
8
181.25 UP
The S300M is stereo compatible. A
9
187.25 UP
UP
UP
baseband 13TSC-encoded audio or 4.5
UP
UP
UP
10
193.25 UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
11
199.25 UP
UP
MHz aural carrier may be used as an input.
UP
UP
UP
12
205.25 UP
UP
The modulator was designed to conUP
13
211.25 UP
UP
UP
UP
serve rack space. The physical dimensions
UP
UP
UP
UP
14
121.2625
UP
UP
UP
15
127.2625
UP
UP
UP
are 8inches deep x 19 inches wide x 1.75
UP
UP
16
133.2625
UP
UP
UP
inches high. Depth of modulation and
UP
17
139.25
UP
UP
UP
UP
audio deviation have front panel adUP
18
145.25
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
19
151.25
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
justments and indicators. An RF test point
UP
UP
20
157.25 UP
(-20 dB) and level adjustment are also
UP
21
163.25 UP
UP
available from the front panel.
UP
UP
UP
UP
22
169.25 UP
By Bill Beck and Chuck Dougherty

Jerrold Distribution Systems Division

23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
54
55
56
57
58
59
60(A-2)
61(A-1)

217.25
223.2625
229.2625
235.2625
241.2625
247.2625
253.2625
259.2625
265.2625
271.2625
277.2625
283.2625
289.2625
295.2625
73.25
79.25
85.25
91.25
97.25
103.25
109.275
115.275

UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
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UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
2

UP

UP
UP

UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP

UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
UP
3

UP

Agility, it is apparent, is the common
denominator in the product line. This philosophy permits the operator the maximum
flexibility of setting his channel carriage
and simplifying spares since one device
serves as standby for all. This article will
present the features and operational setup
of the S300M.

UP

UP

UP
UP
UP

UP
UP

UP
UP
UP
UP

UP
UP
UP
UP

UP
UP
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7

8

9

10

1
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Configuration
The S300M must be configured for its
proposed application prior to being placed
on line. The first step is to set the operating
output frequency.
Behind the sliding protective cover are
14 DIP switches. The switches are clustered in one group of 10 and one group of
four. Figure lisa matrix showing the position of the DIP switches for standard frequency assignments. (An HRC frequency
scheme also is sent with the unit.)
To begin the configuration set all the
switches in the down position and select
the channel you desire for an output. For
example, if Channel 25 were desired,
switches 1, 3, 6and 8would be moved up.

affixed to the top cover of the modulator
for your convenience.

If spectrum inversion were desired. the
very last switch would be moved up. (Note:
The spectrum inversion switch should only
be moved when the S300M is powered
down.)
Next, record the DIP switch positions
in your headend log. This will ease the
return to the proper frequency should the
modulator be unknowingly adjusted. Place
the self-adhering sticker for the appropriate channel to the front panel slide.
Next, if BTSC stereo is to be used on
the channel, remove the top cover. Figure
2shows the relative position of the jumpers
needed to configure the unit. The jumper
positions shown are for normal operation.
If baseband 13TSC stereo is to be used,
remove suitcase jumper P-204 and reinstall
the lid. If the stereo is to be inserted at 4.5
MHz, relocate the following jumpers between the associated pins.

Jumper
P-204
P-205
P-203

Operational setup
Allow a24-hour warm-up period prior
to installation into the system. After all
connections have been made (i.e., video
input, audio input, RF out and IF loops)
S300M is ready for parameter adjustment.
With adiddle stick through the front
panel, adjust the depth of modulation until
the associated LED illuminates. Then
back off until the LED goes out. At this
point, the unit is set for 87.5 percent depth.
If standard audio is being used, adjust
the audio deviation to match the volume
of loudness of an off-air channel. If no offair processing is being done, install a400
Hz tone into the audio input and adjust the
audio deviation until the associated LED
illuminates. Again, reduce the deviation
until the LED goes dim. At this point the
unit is set for 25 kHz deviation.
With an SLM and PMG-61F adapter set
the RF output level and picture-to-sound
ratio (-15 dB) through the front panel test
point (
—20 dB). The S300M is now
operational.
Pins
E-210 and E-212
E-213 and E-214
E-207 and E-208

Reinstall the cover at this point.
This completes the configurations of the
S300M for your application. Please note
that the frequency assignment matrices are

Conclusion
This discussion has presented the
S300M modulator. It is the first in aline
of products developed by Jerrold for maximum flexibility through frequency agility
and conservation of high quality performance and rack space through innovative
low-profile design.
•

Specifications
Video input level
Audio input level
RF output level
Spurious output
Power

0.7-1.4 V p-p
—10 to +10 dBm at 600 ohms
60 dBmV min., 10 dB adj.
at least —60 dB at 60 dBmV
108-132 VAC 35 watts

(Additional specifications available upon request)
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is looking
for some tips!
So you think you have a safer or more efficient way to....
...climb a pole
...troubleshoot a TV picture
...locate signal leaks
...whatever
IT would like to hear about it. Just write in a paragraph or two your
idea that may help your fellow installer or technician and send it to:
IT Tech Tips, RO. Box 3208, Englewood, Colo. 80155.
But let's say you've got more than just one tip. You want to write an
entire article, but you don't know how to go about it. This is your
lucky day. Listed below is our 1988 editorial focus. You could submit
articles on these topics:
July
August
September
October
November
December

Construction Practices
Transportation Systems (Microwave and Fiber Optics)
Distribution System Design, Grounding, Power Supplies
Distribution System Actives and Passives
Taps, Drops, Splitters, Traps
Installation, Converters, VCR Connections

Or any other of interest to CATV installers and technicians. Also
needed are articles for our departments:
Troubleshooting

• Installer Input • Safety on the Job

Simply fill out the form below and mail it to us at: Installer/ Technician,
Editorial Department, RO. Box 3208, Englewood, CO 80155.
Or call us at (303) 792-0023 and give us your idea.
MMM
Name
Company

Title
Address
City, State, ZIP
Phone

(
I'd like to write an article for Installer/Technician on the topic:
.Please call me ASAPI
Let's skip these formalities. Wait for my article on the topic:
coming soon.
One step at a time: Send me your editorial requirements and I'll get back to you.

Advertorial

Employees or independent contractors?
By Joseph Govern

workers and is compensated on the basis
of work performed. Our studies show the
This advertorial addresses the dilemma
difference can be as great as 44 percent
often facing prudent managers in the cable
in real dollar savings plus the benefit of
television services industry: "Should we
transferring the burden of management to
hire more employees to meet our installaprofessionals whose primary business
tion and technical services requirements
mission is the delivery of installation and
or should we select an independent contechnical services.
tracting company?" Too frequently and
Similarly, the level of service desired
at the expense of the profitability of a and provided can be afunction of aconsystem, the choice is automatically made
tractual arrangement. Professional conto hire more employees without thoroughtractors in the industry have internal
facilities and the wherewithal to customize
ly evaluating the alternative of the independent contracting company.
a training program to assure that the
What are the factors to be considered
specifications of the client system are met.
in this decision-making process? CertainQuality assurance programs that work and
ly, direct and indirect costs are important,
timely response to system and subscriber
as are the level of service desired, shortconcerns regarding the installation and/or
term vs. long-term requirements, action
service call are also characteristic of aproresponse time and availability of qualified
fessional contracting organization.
The duration of the requirement for suppersons to hire.
Cost factors to be considered fall into plemental skilled labor services is also an
two categories: direct and indirect.
important factor in favor of the use of a
contractor. This is particularly true of
Direct costs most easily recognized:
Wages of the employee and supervision system requirements of two years and
under. Many systems, however, have found
expense
it economically beneficial to continue with
Overtime costs
contractors
indefinitely. For example, we
Vehicle
have
been
engaged
in one contract for over
Vehicle maintenance
14 years, except for afour-month interlude
Tools
when the attempt was made to go "inIndirect costs not always recognized:
house." Higher than expected costs and
Payroll preparation costs
significantly lower per-person production
Hiring and firing costs
resulted in that system's decision ki return
Training and orientation expenses
to the use of acontractor. We have also exEmployee fringe benefit program costs;
perienced several other situations where
e.g., health insurance, retirement, etc.
acable system elected to go in-house onWorkers' and unemployment compensaly to return to the use of an outside contion costs
tractor six months to one year later after
Federal, state and local tax administration
learning the actual costs and management
and contributions
headaches of operating alarge scale inBusiness insurance expense
house operation.
Vehicle insurance
In discussing the total costs (both direct
Exposure to union organization
and indirect) of an in-house operation with
Liability for wrongful discharge; i.e., unfinancial executives of several MS0s, we
lawful employment practices, defahave found that most cable systems'
mation, etc.
accounting systems are not capable of
Productivity and quality control managesegregating costs attributable solely to inment
stallation and technical services. The lack
Ancillary materials and equipment; e.g.,
of accurate historical cost data is the reason
paper, pens, two-way radios
so many cable systems cannot accurately
Cost of warehouse, parking, workspace,
predict for budgeting purposes total costs,
restrooms, lunch facilities and related
especially fixed costs, of operating large
facilities such as telephone, etc.
scale in-house operations.
Accounting and administrative costs to
Additionally, the action response time
process and monitor the foregoing costs
from recognized need to the beginning of
The time-value of money
the satisfaction of that need is frequently
Compare the sum cost of all direct and inadequate to allow for system personnel
indirect cost factors to periodic payments to hire, train and equip the necessary labor
made to aqualified contractor who proforce. Generally, professional contractors
vides appropriate management and skilled
are oriented for rapid mobilization to meet
Vice President of Finance, NaCom

such occasions.
One of the byproducts of a vibrant
economy is low unemployment rates. The
Aug. 10, 1987, issue of Business Week highlighted this condition in an article titled
"Help Wanted." Significant points made
in this article are:
• Unemployment has fallen below 4
percent in 31 major metropolitan areas
in 19 states.
• A slower growing population is propelling the country into aperiod of
labor scarcity that could last until the
turn of the century.
• The problem is compounded by a
widening mismatch between the skills
workers have and the skills employers
need.
• Employers who can't find qualified
applicants are boosting their training
budgets and offering more basic and
remedial education; others are raising
wages.
• To keep wage costs in line, employers
will have to boost productivity, which
is already proving to be atall order in
most service industries. The easiest
solution is to raise wages. After all, as
with other shortages, raising the price
tends to increase the supply, though it
may not produce the quality of workers
employers want.
• "If labor costs really start to shoot up,
business will find ways to offset it,"
predicts Richard Belous, alabor economist. One way is to do alot more
about lagging service industry productivity.
Yet another perspective being reviewed
by the business community and meeting
with impressive positive reactions is the
concept of employee leasing. In essence,
this calls for terminating your current
employees and then hiring them back from
an agency that provides the services of
dealing with the headaches and administration of the employees for cost plus
afee.
In reality, this is what professional contractors do while providing certain cost
savings, the desired levels of service,
meeting immediate need and providing
and/or having access to qualified
personnel.
For more information on this subject,
please contact Joseph Govern, vice president of finance, or Randy Carpenter, director of marketing and customer service, at
(614) 895-1313; or by mail to NaCom, 1900
E. Dublin-Granville Rd., Columbus, Ohio
43229.
•
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Playing it safe with ladders
This is the second installment of atwo-part
series about ladder safety

5) The minimum design live load is 200
pounds for each person anticipated to be
on the ladder at any given time.

By the Society of
Cable Television Engineers

6) Rungs, cleats and steps must be
free of splinters, sharp edges, burrs or pro-

It is strongly suggested that you use live
demonstration techniques to show your

jections that could be hazardous.
7) Side rails that might be used as a
climbing aid should be of such cross sections as to provide adequate gripping sur-

employees how to handle ladders. Many
of the following suggestions can be effectively backed up with demonstrations. Be
sure to make necessary preparations as
well as rehearse with the person who will
handle the ladders. Also, be sure to have
all tools or equipment necessary for the
demonstration.
The following demonstrations are
suggested:
1) Clearance space for climbers on
fixed ladders.
2) Correct pitch of fixed ladders.
3) Correct overlap procedures of extension ladders.
4) Correct procedures for raising or
lowering tools and materials from extension ladders.
5) Lashing the ladder to the strand.
6) Placing portable ladders the correct
distance from wall to work surface.

Fixed ladders
A fixed ladder is a ladder that is permanently attached to astructure, building
or equipment. The federal government
considers steps on poles and communications towers in this category.
1) Fixed or permanent ladders should
be maintained in sound, usable condition
and kept free of grease and other agents
that might cause slipping.
2) When space is available, afixed ladder should extend at least 3feet above the
highest landing.
3) The spacing of steps permanently installed on poles, ladders or towers should
be no more than 12 inches apart (24
inches on any given side) and should be
uniform above the section without steps
(except where working, standing or access steps are required).
4) The spacing of detachable steps
should not exceed 30 inches and should
be properly secured when in use. Steps
should have aminimum clear width of 41/
2
inches.
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face without sharp edges, splinters or
burrs.
8) Splices must not have sharp or extensive projections.
9) Care should be taken to see that two
metals that could cause electric shock are
not used together.
10) Ladders must be protected from
corrosion, rusting, decay or harmful
effects of one material against another.
11) Clearance on the climbing side for
aclimber on a90° pitch ladder should be
30 inches from the rungs.
12) Clearance in back of a ladder
should be no less than 7inches from the
centerline or rungs to nearest permanent
object in back of the ladder.
13) There must be aclear width of 15
inches from the centerline of the ladder
in the climbing space except where cages
or wells are necessary.
14) Clearance in back of a grab bar
must not protrude on the climbing side
beyond the rungs of the ladder they serve.
15) The step-across distance from the
ladder to equipment or astructure should
be a maximum of 12 inches and a minimum of 21/
2 inches. If the distance exceeds 12 inches, a landing platform
should be provided.
16) The side rails of through or sidestep
ladder extensions must extend 31/2 feet
above parapets and landings. For through

"When using a ladder on
a strand having a fairly
steep slope, the ladder
should be held by
another employee or
secured with a rope."

ladder extensions, the rungs should be
omitted from the extension and must have
not less than 18 nor more than 24 inches
of clearance between rails. For sidestep
or offset fixed ladder sections, at landing,
the side rails and rungs must be carried
to the next regular rung beyond or above
the 31/2 foot minimum.
17) Ladder safety devices such as life
belts, friction brakes and sliding attachments may be used on tower, water tank
and chimney ladders over 20 feet in unbroken length instead of a cage or
platform.
18) The preferred pitch of fixed ladders
is 75° to 90° from the horizontal position.
19) Fixed ladders installed between
60° and 75° from the horizontal position
are sub-standard and such installation is
to be avoided.
20) Pitch in excess of 90° from the
horizontal position is prohibited.

Extension ladders
An extension ladder is a non-selfsupporting portable ladder adjustable in
length. It consists of two or more sections
traveling in guides or brackets arranged
so as to permit length adjustment.
1) When extending or lowering extension ladders, the employee should keep
his hands on the side rails, never on the
rungs. Once the ladder has been extended, it should be locked into place
before use.
2) On a two-section ladder, allow a
minimum lap of 3feet for ladders up to 36
feet long. For ladders 36-48 feet in length,
allow aminimum lap of 4feet, and, for ladders 48 to 60 feet long, allow aminimum
lap of 5 feet.
Ladder length
36 feet
36-48 feet
48-60 feet

Extension overlap
3 feet
4 feet
5 feet

3) Tools and materials should be raised
and lowered by means of ahand line while
working on extension ladders.
4) When used on aerial plants, extension ladders should be securely lashed to
the strand, or guarded by an employee at
the bottom of the ladder.
5) Where strand hooks are used and
the ladder is not being used as aceiling

Na Corn

AFull Service Communications Contractor
Specialists in: Installation, Construction, LAN

BUILUNG COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

For more information about THE NACOM TEAM, please
contact Eli McKay or Jerry Evans for CATV installation and
construction contracts, or to join our team as an installer
or construction worker with an excellent future, contact
Judy Basham.
See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 304. Reader Service Number 30.

NaCom
1900 E. Dublin-Granville Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43229
614,895-1313 •800 ,848-3998 FAX 614 895-8942

ladder, lashing is not necessary.
6) When using a ladder on a strand
having a fairly steep slope, the ladder
should be held by another employee or
secured with arope to prevent the top of
the ladder from sliding along the strand.
7) Extension ladders having defective
pull ropes should not be used until the
rope has been replaced.
8) Safety belts should be worn when
working from an extension ladder.

Step ladders
A step ladder is aself-supporting por-

table ladder, non-adjustable in length,
having flat steps and ahinged back. The
size of the ladder is determined by the
overall length of the ladder measured
along the front edge of the side rails.
1) Care should be taken to see that
spreaders are fully extended and locked
before climbing. A step ladder must not
be used in place of a straight ladder.
2) Defective ladders (missing such
items as spreaders or steps) must not be
used.
3) Employees should not stand on the
top step of a step ladder. When the lad-

GREAT TEST EQUIPMENT
DOESN'T HAVE TO
BE EXPENSIVE

THE BEST JUST GOT BETTER:
RAIN RESISTANT
COMPACT SIZE, WEIGHS ONLY 9.6 LBS.
TWO YEAR WARRANTY
0.• DROP TESTED TO MIL-STD-810D
AFFORDABLY PRICED

THE NEW SPECTRUM 700A
SIGNAL LEVEL METER
Texscan engineers found a way to make a good thing better. With the
new Spectrum 700A accuracy and reliability go hand and hand. It provides compact, lightweight construction, 600 MHz frequency coverage,
amplitude measurements of aural and visual carriers and hum or
carrier-to-noise measurements at the flick of a switch. Plus, there's a
color coded frequency dial for quick channel identification and a meter
thats as easy to read as it is precise.
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR A DEMONSTRATION OF THIS OUTSTANDING
INSTRUMENT CONTACT:

Texscan Instruments
3169 N. Shadeland Ave.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46226

(317) 545-4196

Toll free outside Indiana:

1(800) 344-2412
Telex: 244-334 (RCA)
FAX: (317) 547-2496

See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 211. Reader Service Number 31.
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der is not high enough for the job, get a
higher step ladder or use another type of
ladder.
4) Tools or materials should not be
placed on the steps of ladders.

Portable metallic ladders
The use of portable metallic ladders for
work on or near any electrical equipment
is prohibited. These ladders should
always be clearly labeled with awarning
against their use on or near electrical
equipment.
1) Maximum lengths: step ladders-20
feet; single straight ladder-30 feet; and
two-section extension ladder-48 feet.
2) The bottoms of the four rails are to
be supplied with insulating non-slip
material. Ladder rungs should be coated
with anon- skid material or be corrugated.
3) Step ladders must be equipped with
a metal spreader or locking device to
secure front and back sections in an open
position.
4) Ladders transported on vehicles
must be properly supported by a softer
material, such as hardwood or arubbercovered iron pipe, to minimize chafing and
the effects of road shock. Tying the ladder at each supporting point will greatly
reduce damage due to road shock.
5) Regularly inspect the following
items and clean or replace the defective
part or entire ladder as required: hardware, fittings, accessories, ropes, cables,
side rail connections or bends, excessively dented rungs, rung-to-side rail connections, rivets and acid or alkali damage.
Ladders must be kept clean and free of oil
or grease.
6) For non-self-supporting ladder
angle, place the base adistance from the
vertical wall equal to one-fourth the length
of the ladder.
7) Design load limits for ladders is one
200 pound person.
8) Ladder base must be placed with a
secure footing. Safety shoes should be installed on all ladders.
9) The top of the ladder must be placed
with two rails supported.
10) When ascending or descending,
the climber must face the ladder.
11) Extend ladders with manufacturer's
fittings, not with makeshift rope tied to provide a longer section.
12) Do not use ladders for brace skid
guy, gin pole, gangway and other uses not
intended.
•
Reprinted with permission from "Health
and Safety Compendium, Volume 1," published by the Society of Cable Television
Engineers.
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How to plan a job
By Andy Jensen
Vice President Teclnical Services, Cable Consult Inc.

The first thing to be done on any job,
whether it is an installation or a service
call, is to organize yourself and plan your
job. Take the tale to ensure that you know
exactly what the customer is asking for
and how you are going to do it.
The first step in doing the job occurs
before arriving at the customer's front
door. When you leave the shop in the
morning check the work orders for the day
to make sure that you have all of the tools
and equipment that you will need for the
day. In addftion, have any special equipment you will need to do custom cable
work, VCR hookups and stereo hookups
(or anything out of the ordinary). Making
sure that you have everything you need
saves you the time it would take to "get
them somehow" or the trouble of making
do with what you have.
Once you have everything you need
and you are at the customer's home,
check with the customer to be sure that
what you have on your work order is what
the company was asked to provide. More
often than not, there will be changes you
should know about before you start working. Because customers are often unsure
of what they want, be careful to go through
the entire installation with them. Show the
customer exactly where each outlet will be
and how the cable will be run to that location. This reduces the chances that the
customer will change his mind after the
work is complete or that you will make
holes ormarks in the home that he did not
want.

On site
Once you know exactly what the job is,
decide how you are going to complete it.
Begin at the beginning, which in most
cases is the tap at the edge of the customer's property either on apole or in an
underground vault. Check to see that
there are no obstructions in the path you
are using to the house and that there is
aplace to attach the drop to the house.
Also, make sure there is aplace to ground

the drop that is closer than the nearest TV
outlet, preferably at or near the splitter
location.
Agood rule of thumb is to run the cable
drop along the same line as the other utility drops (phone and power) and to locate
the splitter near the same location as the
phone box and power meter if possible.
This is usually amore aesthetically pleasing way to run the lines—which makes
your subscriber happy. As well, it provides
you with at least one source of ground.
Also, make alist of anything you will need
to attach both ends of the drop.
Next, inspect the routes you will follow
when installing the outlets. Make sure
there aren't any obstructions along the
way you cannot cross or areas where the
cable will "stick out like asore thumb." If
you are planning to run cable under the
house, make sure that there is access to
the area. If more than one line is going to
follow the same path for any distance plan
to run them together to save time if
possible.
In short, look at everything involved in
getting the cable to the television locations and make any changes in your plan
before you start working. Remember, if
you have to do something other than what
you discussed with the subscriber you
should let him know before you start and
get his approval. Again, once you have
decided how you are going to run the
cable, make a list of parts and supplies
you will need to do the job so you don't
have to run back to your truck midway
through the job.
There is one last thing to check. If you
are installing an unusually long drop or a
large number of outlets there may not be
enough signal to provide agood picture
at every TV set. If you know how to
calculate signal loss you need to do this
to be sure that you can give your customer
a good picture or make necessary
changes in the installation to make this
possible. If you don't know how to do this
or if you think this might be aproblem let
your supervisor know so that he can help
you with this. You will learn with experience how to do these more difficult

-Because customers are
often unsure of what
they want, be careful to
go through the entire
installation with them."

designs, but in the meantime if you are not
sure then ask someone.
These are the very basic steps to planning abasic installation, but the idea is the
same for any type of job. Define exactly
what you want to do, decide how you are
going to do it and what tools and equipment you will need, and make all your
decisions before you start. Your work will
be right the first time. As you get into the
habit of following aplan on every job you'll
do them even faster.
•
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Using bandpass filters in CATV systems
Figure 1

Off-air
antenna
Insert here to remove preamp
intermodulation or overload
due to strong adjacents

141

Headend mounted to
remove processor outof-channel products
before combination
Coupler

Preamp

To combiner

Headend mounted to
cure strong adjacents
not strong enough to
saturate the preamp
Scrambled channel RF
modulator with bandspreading or out-ofchannel products
By Elizabeth Beltowski
Media Specialist, Microwave Filter Co.

A bandpass filter passes a selected
spectrum (a TV channel, for example) with
acceptable through-loss and suppresses
all frequencies above and below this
spectrum. Channel-selective bandpass
filters are illustrated here. These are very
sharp filters that suppress the closest carriers of adjacent channels lower sound,

Figure 2
Directional coupler

All channels
and new
channel

All channels

Bandpass filter

New channel

I

Scrambled
channel
headend RF
modulator
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upper video and beyond. Figure 1illustrates some CATV system applications of
channel-selective bandpass filters.
CATV antennas are usually wide-band;
they can receive a number of channels.
For example, many broadband VHF antennas can efficiently receive Chs. 2-6,
while others can receive Chs. 7-13, etc.
Usually, however, the antenna is pointed
at only one desired TV transmitter. If this
is adistant channel, we will often pick up
astrong, unwanted adjacent channel. If
the unwanted channel is sufficiently
strong, it may overload the preamp and
degrade the reception of the desired
channel. In this case, achannel-selective
filter can be inserted in the line between
the antenna and preamp. The filter passes
the desired channel and suppresses the
adjacent channel. Where there is no preamp, the filter is placed just before the
channel processor.
Another frequent application is the
cleaning up of the processor output before
combining the channel with others at the
common headend combiner. This is necessary if the processor puts out other frequencies outside the intended channel.
Unless these spurious outputs are suppressed greater than 60 dB, they will
degrade other channels. Figure 2 illustrates the action of a channel-selective
bandpass filter in cleaning up "band-

bandpass filter
is simply a string
of resonators that are
tuned to the channel
center frequency."

spreading" of an RF modulator before
connection to the headend combiner.

Bandpass filter structure
A bandpass filter is simply a "string"
of resonators that are tuned to the channel center frequency. Depending on the
specific operator frequency, the resonators are lumped constant (coils and
capacitors), helical (sections of spiral
transmission line tuned with capacitors)
or coaxial cavities consisting of a rod
(center conductor) and tube (outer shell).
The resonators of achannel-selective
bandpass filter are tuned to the channel
center frequency. The amount of coupling
between resonators determines the bandwidth (the frequency span with low
through-loss). Finally, the input and output con rectors are coupled to the first and
last resonators. The coupling capacitance
value is determined by the line impedance
that the filter must work into. For CATV applications, this impedance is 75 ohms.
Figures 3through 8illustrate the steps
in mar ufacturing a channel-selective
bandpass filter. This one uses helical
resonators with very high circuit Q,
resulting in lower channel through-loss
than would lumped constant resonators.
In Figue 3, helical resonators are wound
(continued on page 49)
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Trunk and feeder cables
Now available from Times Fiber Communications is its CATVX-rated drop
cable. Approved by Underwriters Laboratories, the new CATVX products meet the
required 1987 National Electrical Code,
Article 820, "Community Antenna Television and Radio Distribution Systems."
Calling it the future dimension in trunk
and feeder cable the new T6 is the only

cable specified to consistently sweep to
600 MHz, according to Times Fiber.
Consistent with the standard specification of T4+, T6 features the exclusive
bonding and full wall seamless construction, which provides increased protection
against the elements.
For more details, contact Times Fiber
Communications, 358 Hall Ave., RO. Box
384, Wallingford, Conn. 06492, (203)

265-8500; or circle #131 on the reader
service card.

Remove "Unfilterable" Interference
Suppress Interference Due To:

Crimp tools

•Co-Channel Reception
•Ghosting Due To Reflection
•ln -Channel Harmonic Reception
•Wideband Noise
Interference Suppressor

•Undesired Adjacent Carriers

The 2903 co-channel eliminator is a phase cancellation device, used
to eliminate or greatly reduce interference caused by co-channel,
ghosting, adjacent or FM channels. These types of interference are
usually found at or near the same frequency as the desired signal.
Phase cancellation is the only practical means of suppressing it.

Cable Management Systems introduced two new crimp tools for use with
its RJ line of modular connectors. The
Model FIT 26 is capable of stripping and
terminating two-, three-, four- and sixposition line cords using 26 and 24 AWG
solid or stranded wire. The FIT 28 is
designed for eight-position line cords.
Both tools are metal, with plastic insulation-covered handles and blades for cutting and stripping modular line cord.
For more details, contact Cable Management Systems, 17955 Skypark Circle,
Suite F, Irvine, Calif. 92714, (714)
261-2622; or circle #134 on the reader
service card.

Headend product
From this...

...to this

Hundreds of these units are currently in operation by such companies
as Omni, Sacramento Cable, lncospec, and Armstrong Utilities. To
order or request our free descriptive brochure or complete product
catalog, call or write today.
Send For Free Catalog C/87
C/87 contains over 500 special headend filters for
channel management and interference suppression in
CATV and SMATV systems and Local Area Net-

U
rjr ereCs trAtrwor
.

'

g
.41

works. Contents include suppressing off-air inter-

Cable connectors

ference carriers (co-channel), channel deletion for
reinsertion, pay TV security equipment, CARS band
filters, modulator clean-up bandpass filters and channel batch reprocessing networks. Get it today!
Microwave Filter Co., Inc. •6743 Kinne St. •E. Syracuse, N.Y. 13057
To Free. 1-800-448-1666

•

Telex 249-613

•

Fax 315-463-1467

•

Reader Service Number 33.
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Scientific-Atlanta introduced the frequency agile drawer. It can be installed
in an S-A 6350 modulator or 6150 processor. It can also back up an entire headend as areplacement module and has a
550 MHz range for compatibility with
every cable system, according to the
company.
For more information, contact Scientific-Atlanta, 1 Technology Pkwy., Box
105600, Atlanta, Ga. 30348, (404)
441-4000; or circle #130 on the reader
service card.

Collect (NV HI AK CAM. 315-437-3953

Cable Connector Corp. is offering its
VSF line of coaxial aluminum cable connectors for standard .412, .500 and .750
cables. The line has been expanded to
accommodate .625 cable and popular
sizes of Comm/Scope's Quantum Reach
and Trilogy's MC2.
The line includes feed-thru, pin-type,
splice, cable-to-F, 90-degree and housing-

to-housing connectors, which use an integral shield to minimize signal egress.
The connectors feature firm clamping
mechanisms to reduce suck-out and
plating and 0-rings to minimize corrosion
and prohibit moisture leaks, according to
the company.
For further details, contact Cable Connector Corp., FO. Box 87, Atkinson, N.H.
03811-0087, (617) 374-0553; or circle #135
on the reader service card.

Agile upconverter
Hughes Aircraft Co.'s Microwave Products Division introduced afrequency agile
upconverter for use with its AML-MTX-132
transmitter. The Model AML-AUPC-135
can be used as backup for any one of the
801V channels of the MTX-132, and also
as aninth channel in abay able to carry
a non-premi,um channel, then switched
to carry apremium channel if necessary.
According to Hughes, it can quickly be
switched over to the agile upconverter
during maintenance or retuning from an
existing channel module. It has a bandwidth of 550 MHz, requires no tuning and
operates in the CARS (12.7 to 13.25 GHz)
band.
For additional details, contact Hughes
Aircraft Co ,Microwave Products Division,

P.O. Box 2940, Torrance, Calif. 90509,
(213) 568-6307; or circle #128 on the
reader service card.

Fiber-optic cable
Available from General Instrument's
Comm/Scope Division, the Optical Reach
single-mode loose buffered construction
fiber-optic cable comes in configurations
of two to 72 optical fibers.
The company is presenting this cable
as part of apackage involving fiber-optic
cable, assistance in implementing it in an
existing or new system, electronics and
hardware.
For further details, contact Comm/
Scope Division, General Instrument, P.O.
Box 1729, Hickory, N.C. 28602, (800)
982-1708; or circle #133 on the reader
service card.

Addressable converter
Pioneer Communications of America
introduced its BA-6000 addressable converter with the optional VCR filter. This option combines the output of the converter
with the cable input, restoring the tuner
functions of the VCR and television and
permitting the subscriber to record and
watch different channels. It also allows the

timer on the VCR to be utilized fully-independent of the four additional timers on
the converter.
Other features include volume control,
enhanced display, larger remote, integrated IPPV modules, downline-loadable
output channel and multi-vendor compatibility.
For further information, contact
Pioneer, Sherbrooke Office Centre, 600
E. Crescent Ave., Upper Saddle River,
N.J. 07458-1827, (201) 327-6400; or circle
#134 on the reader service card.

Satellite locator
The Satellite Locator from WTS Products is a slide rule that gives azimuth/
elevation angles to geosynchronous
satellites from almost anywhere on Earth.
This device allows the quick determination of az/el angles from anywhere on
Earth that the satellite arc is visible. A
magnetic declination map and a true/
magnetic slide rule on the back allows the
true azimuth to be converted to local
magnetic azimuth. The az/el formulas
also are printed on the back.
For more details, contact VVTS Products, 4308 S. Peoria, Suite 681, Tulsa,
Okla. 74105; or circle #132 on the reader
service card.

(continued from page 47)
on grooved coil forms made of very low
loss dielectrics, such as Teflon or polystyrene. The resonators are inserted in the
housing of aseven-resonator filter (Figure
4). Special provisions must be made to obtain apositive RF ground for each resonator. Note that each resonator is tuned by
its own high Q adjustable capacitor.
Figure 5 shows a resonator spacing
strap being installed. The screw hole pattern in the strap will force the internal
resonators to assume the proper approximate spacing for correct magnetic coupling to neighboring resonators. Exact
position will be adjusted during tuning.
In Figure 6, the assembled bandpass
filters are ready for covering. Figure 7
shows the case cover being soldered in
place to preserve the high Q of the
resonators by providing alow resistance
path to circulating currents. Finally, in
Figure 8, the filter is tuned using aswept
spectrum analyzer. The tuning capacitors
are adjusted to center the filter on the
channel center frequency. Then they are
fine-tuned to achieve a flat passband.
Outside accessibility of the tuning screws
facilitates field retuning if this should
become necessary.
•
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Solving microwave problems
By Tom Hill
Assistant Director of Engineering
Sammons Communications

The ideas I'm going to share with you
are just some simple techniques that are
applicable not only for troubleshooting
problems with microwave systems but for
isolating problems in other CATV equipment. In order to quickly and effectively
troubleshoot any device or system, it requires a basic understanding of what
you're troubleshooting and an established, orderly approach. It may not be
necessary to know the exact function of
each and every component in a microwave transmitter or receiver, but you
should have at least amodule-by-module
understanding of what you're doing.
Acomparative example would be of first
learning how to drive acar. You soon learn
that by pulling certain knobs and pushing
certain pedals in aprescribed fashion, the
car will start, go forward or slow down and
hopefully stop. It is not absolutely necessary that you know exactly what happens
in the engine when you press the accelerator or what takes place when the
brakes are applied. Knowing just acertain
amount is fine when everything is working properly, but what happens someday
when you press the gas pedal as usual
and nothing happens? That's when a
broad understanding of automobiles and
engines becomes important. If you understand the workings of carburetors, fuel
pumps, ignition systems and the like, then
you can possibly determine what may be
wrong with the car.
The same principle holds true when
troubleshooting amicrowave problem or
a malfunction with just about any other
device, whether it be mechanical or electrical. You may know from experience that
turning acertain adjustment will give you
a certain meter reading. But what happens when you turn that control one day
and nothing works? What do you do then?
That's when it is helpful to understand
what that control does in relation to that
meter. Of course, the quickest and best
approach might be to swap out the module(s) containing that control and meter.
That's when a"block diagram familiarity"
50
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with that piece of equipment would be
helpful. If you understand how the RF
flows through the block diagram and what
voltages are required by each module,
you can quickly monitor the "vital signs"
of any device.

should be recorded in a log book that
should be kept at each transmitter and
receiver site. The log book should have
serially numbered, non-removable pages
to develop ameasurement history of each
site. You should regularly log AGC readings, frequencies, power levels, video
What is normal?
levels, air pressure, battery charger curIn very simple terms, if you have a rent and voltage. In fact, record everything
"good" signal in one place and a"bad"
that will affect the operation of the transsignal in another place, your job is to find
mitter or receiver. If you come in and some
out where the transition from good to bad
reading is not normal, log that reading.
occurs. Other than looking at pictures or Then do whatever is necessary to achieve
perhaps measuring various signal levels,
anormal reading and log whatever it was
how do you know that acertain DC voltage
you did. If you only record normal reador signal level is not normal unless you
ings, you or others may not realize that
know what is normal? A suggestion is to the frequency is always drifting, for exeither commit to memory or, better yet,
ample, due to inadequate air conditioning
record each meter reading on every trans- or whatever.
mitter and receiver. Also measure and
Iknow of one headend where the AGC
record signal levels at certain key loca- voltage of the FM receiver was logged
tions, especially out of the transmitter, the
each month, and over asix-to nine-month
waveguide feeding the transmit antenna,
period, it slowly dropped afew tenths of
the receive antenna feedhorn and the
a volt each month. Month to month the
waveguide feeding the receiver.
change was very small, but over the long
You also could take Polaroid pictures of period of time it had dropped afew volts.
spectrum analyzer displays that will show
Upon investigation, we discovered moiseither all channels or individual channels.
ture in the elliptical waveguide between
Then you will have visual evidence of the tower and the building. After the wavelevels, picture-to-sound carrier ratios, the guide was dried out, the AGC level went
absence of any beats and the average back up to where it had been months ago.
noise level normally present. These will
provide the vital signs during the normal
operating conditions of each transmitter
and receiver, just like adoctor checking
your body temperature, blood pressure,
pulse rate and blood samples. Take it
upon yourself to know and record the vital
signs of your equipment when everything
is working perfectly, so that when it isn't,
you are prepared. Also, this recorded information will help someone else if you are
not available when the outage occurs.
By the way, when you record these
levels and/or take your spectrum analyzer
pictures, record specifically where you
took the readings, what kind of adaptor
(WR75 to N, for example) was used and
the significant settings on each piece of
test equipment. That way you can duplicate the setup exactly as it was originally
done.
All of the vital signs and information

Of course, pictures and the fade margin
improved too. The lesson to learn from this
is record everything since problems are
so subtle and can sneak up on you.
One troubleshooting approach is called
"half splitting." Let's say you have astring
of 20 series-type Christmas tree lights, but
none of them will work. You are pretty sure
there is a bad bulb, but which one? You
could start on one end with an ohmmeter
and check the bulbs one by one until you
find the bad one. But suppose the 20th
bulb is faulty? The faster approach would
be to check the resistance (continuity)
from the AC plug to the 10th plug. If it's
good, then the problem is between bulbs
10 and 20. Then by checking the 15th bulb
and so on, in about five steps you could
find the bad bulb. Troubleshooting microwave is more complex than finding abad
bulb, but the half-splitting technique is still
valid.

Preventive maintenance
A well-organized troubleshooting program begins long before anything ever
needs repair. The preventive maintenance you and others have been doing
since the day the equipment was first put
into service will have atremendous bearing on how long and how often you are out
on trouble calls.
It starts with making sure the tower
and incoming waveguide are properly
grounded. Is there a source of standby
power? Is the AC to the power supplies
adequately protected from power surges
and sags? And up on the tower, are the
dishes properly braced with the additional
fixed side strut? Is the waveguide carefully
secured at the recommended intervals or
better? One weak link is the elliptical
waveguide feeding the dish. Always ask
yourself, "Would all of this stay secure and
solid with asubstantial layer of ice on it
and with astrong, gusty wind blowing?"
If you are not sure, then make sure. Many
outages often coincide with astorm, high
winds and associated lightning. In fact,
knowing the exact weather conditions
within each path can often help you to
determine if the problem is weather
related or not.
Also, don't neglect the effects of even
a very still morning as the air begins to
warm up, as well as aquiet cool down in
the evening. You can get some tremendous temperature inversion fades during
these conditions. Unfortunately, there is

pictures at night. The first assumption
(which proved to be incorrect) was that
one of the dishes may have moved during a storm, which would have reduced
the receive level and its fade margin. The
temperature was below freezing even during the day and although the sun shone
some, we really couldn't see how the problem could be temperature related.
During the day, when the pictures were
good, atechnician climbed the tower. As
we closely watched the AGC meter, he
removed the air plug on the waveguide
connector at the dish. When he released
the air pressure, the AGC meter started
jumping all over the place. From that we
concluded that although the outside air
temperature was staying below freezing,
there must be liquid in the waveguide that
was moving and bubbling as the air flowed
over and through it, causing the input level
(and AGC voltage) to fluctuate. The black
vinyl jacket on the elliptical waveguide
was absorbing enough heat to keep the
moisture liquid during the day. Then, at
night, ice formed in the waveguide, which
severely attenuated the receiver input
level and thus brought about the nighttime
snowy pictures. Here was acase where
even though there was moisture in the
waveguide, the pictures were good until

it froze. So we had been operating with a
reduced fade margin.
Troubleshooting microwave problems
sometimes requires alot of detective work
in order to quickly get to the root of the
problem. For instance, if you have a"no
signal" situation, did the outage coincide
with any of the following:
• astorm, especially one with very high
winds, heavy rains and lightning?
• anyone doing work at the headend site
that may have inadvertently affected
the microwave?
• any power interruptions, glitches,
brownouts or outages?
If you have a"weak signal" condition,
check to see if it is something that happened suddenly or if it has been getting
progressively worse over days or weeks.
Weak signal problems could be caused
by rain, wind, temperature inversions, a
weak klystron, an electronics failure and
last, but surely not least, the input to the
microwave itself could be at fault.
Above all, on that day (or night) when
someone excitedly tells you "the microwave is down, so fix it," don't panic. Be
cautious about making any absolute assumptions or drawing any quick conclusions. Keep an open mind while considering just what the problem is.
•

not much you can do about them except
to be sure you still have every bit of fade
margin that was originally designed into
each path.
Just what is fade margin? One definition
is: the amount of received signal level reduction that can be tolerated before
arriving at a certain minimum desired
level into the receiver. Most microwave
paths are designed to give you areceive
level of around —40 dBm, which will produce excellent pictures. If the level drops
to around 60 dBm, the pictures may
become very noisy and the television may
even lose sync. If there is moisture in the
waveguide or if the dishes aren't aligned
properly (or anumber of other possibilities), your receiver level may drop to, let's
say, around —50 dBm. This means that
it will take very little rain or inversion fades
before your pictures become very bad to
the point of being unwatchable.

Fade margin loss
The Ioss of fade margin can sneak up
on you in many ways. There was amicrowave path in Illinois that during winter a
few years ago started getting very noisy
See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booth 115. Reader Service Number 34.
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F connector installation at a drop
Recent CATV industry research indicates
that most service-related truck rolls are
due to problems at the drop. In particular,
improper Fconnector installation is contributing to unacceptable signal leakage
levels, poor picture quality and repeated
service calls. Therefore, it appears essential to review proper installation procedures
to try to reduce this costly problem. The
following is an excerpt from NCTI's newly
revised aerial installation lesson.
Placing Fconnectors on CATV coaxial
cables is one of the most important skills
and most frequently repeated procedures
that will confront the installer. Fconnectors are somewhat standard, but vary
enough in mechanical structure so that an
exact description of cable preparation is
difficult. It is important, however, to use the
correct Fconnector for the size of coaxial
cable being installed: F56 for RG6/U and
F59 for RG59/U.
The following is a recommended procedure:
1) Strip cable to expose three-eighths
to one-half inch of the center conductor.
Do not score the center conductor. Clean
off all dielectric that is on the center conductor (Figure 1).
2) Remove one-eighth to three-sixteenth inch of the outer jacket. The outer
foil on double-foil cable also must be
removed to expose the braid (Figure 2).
3) Fold the braid over the outer jacket.
Twist the foil tight in the direction of overlap
(Figure 3).
4) When using afitting with aseparate
crimp ring, push the crimp ring over the
braid but not past the braid (Figure 4A).

Twist the fitting on with the inner sleeve
over the foil and under the braid (Figure
4B). The center dielectric must be flush
with the inside center of the Fconnector
(Figure 4C).
5) When using aone-piece fitting and
crimp ring, twist the fitting on in the direction of the foil wrap, with the inner sleeve
over the foil and under the braid (Figure
5). The center dielectric must be flush with
the inside center of the Fconnector. The
outer sheath or conductor, whether braid
or foil, must not be pushed back or broken

under the outer jacket. Also, the sheath
should not protrude below the base of the
F connector.
6) The crimp ring, whether long shank,
small, individual or integral, must be
crimped over the outer jacket after the
outer sheath or braid is correctly prepared
under the jacket. Crimp the ring with the
proper crimping tool and hex cavity size
(Figure 6).
7) Trim the center conductor one-sixteenth inch beyond the end of the Fconnector (Figure 7).
•

Figure 1: Center conductor exposure and cleaning

Figure 2: Outer jacket removal
1/8" to 3/16"

Figure 3: Braid folded over outer jacket

"Placing F connectors
on CATV coaxial cables
is one of the most
important skills...
that will confront
the installer."
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Figure 4B
Fconnector
Inner sleeve

Figure 4C
Center dielectric

Figure 5: One-piece fitting and crimp ring
installation
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June
June 1-3: Magnavox CATV
training seminar, Casper,
Wyo. Contact Amy Costello,
(800) 448-5171.
June 3: SCTE Palmetto
Meeting Group technical
seminar. Contact Rick Barnett, (803) 747-1403.
June 6-9: Siecor Corp. technical seminar on fiber-optic installation and splicing for utility applications, Hickory, N.C.
Contact (704) 327-5539.
June 7-9: Magnavox CATV
training seminar, San Francisco. Contact Amy Costello,
(800) 448-5171.
June 8: SCTE Central Oklahoma Meeting Group technical seminar. Contact Gary
Beikmann, (405) 842-2405.
June 8: SCTE Rocky Mountain Chapter technical
seminar on signal processing. Contact Steve Johnson,
(303) 799-1200.

June 8: SCTE Wyoming
Meeting Group technical
seminar. Contact Drew Fleming, (307) 745-7333.
June 9: SCTE Greater
Chicago Chapter technical
seminar on construction and
cable handling. Contact William Gutknecht, (312) 6903500.
June 9: SCTE Central California Meeting Group technical seminar on proof-of-performance. Contact Andrew
Valles, (209) 453-7791.
June 13-15: Hughes Microwave technical training seminar on broadband AML
equipment, Torrance, Calif.
Contact (213) 517-6244.
June 13-15: New York State
Cable Commission on Cable
Television's Northeast Cable
Television technical seminar
on fiber optics, Roaring Brook
Ranch, Lake George, N.Y.
Contact Bob Levy, (518)
474-1324.

azuririrmizzrzammaz
Ill Firi rivmum
Anixter
Arrow Fasteners
Authorized Parts
Ben Hughes
BradPTS
Cable Craft Inc.
Cable TV Training
CATV Subscriber Services
Contract Installers
EMS Instruments
Galactic Radio Inc
Holybury's Precision Plastics
ISS Engineering
Jerrold Division
Lemco Tool
Microwave Filter
NaCom Construction
NCS
NCTI
Production Products
Qintar
Resource Recovery
Riser-Bond Instruments
RMS Electronics Inc.
SCTE
Sencore
Telecommunication Products Corp
Telecratter Products
Tele-Engineering Corp.
TeleScripps Cable Company
Texscan Instruments
Toner Cable Equipment
Triple Crown Electronics
UA Cablesystems
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2
19
60
11
3
27
27
17
27
27
18
27
30-31
37-39
45
48 & 27
41& 43
53
16
25
5
34-36
18
29
13
59
23
8
21
27
44
7
15
27

Upcoming
June 16-19: Cable-Tec
Expo, Hilton Hotel, San
Francisco.
July 11-14: New England Show, Tara Hyannis, Cape Cod, Mass.
Sept. 7-9: Eastern
Show, Atlanta Merchandise Mart, Atlanta.
Sept. 27-29: Great
Lakes Expo, Cobo Hall,
Detroit.
Oct. 4-6: Atlantic Show,
Convention Center, Atlantic City, N.J.
Oct. 18-20: Mid-America Show, Hyatt Regency, Kansas City, Mo.
Dec. 7-9: Western
Show, Convention Center, Anaheim, Calif.

June 15: SCTE Midlands
Cable Training Association
seminar on transportation
systems, Omaha, Neb. Contact Herb Dougall, (402)
330-2314.
June 16-19: SCTE Cable-Tec
Expo, Hilton Hotel, San Francisco. Contact (215) 363-6888.
June 21-23: C-COR Electronics technical seminar,
Minneapolis. Contact Shelley
Parker, (800) 233-2267.
June 24: SCTE Heart of
America Chapter technical
seminar. Contact Wendell
Woody, (816) 474-4289.
June 28: SCTE Hudson
Valley Chapter technical
seminar on CLI, Holiday Inn,
Kingston, N.Y. Contact Wayne
Davis, (518) 587-7993; or Bob
Price, (518) 382-8000.
June 29: SCTE Delaware
Valley Chapter technical
seminar on CLI, leakage and
FCC rule update, Williamson
Restaurant, Horsham, Pa.
Contact Diana Riley, (717)
764-1436.
June 29: SCTE Rocky
Mountain Chapter technical
seminar, Breckenridge, Colo.

Contact Steve Johnson, (303)
799-1200.

July
July 11-14: New England
Cable Television Association's annual conference and
expo, Tara Hyannis, Cape
Cod, Mass. Contact William
Durand, (617) 843-3418.
July 14: SCTE Central California Meeting Group technical seminar on fiber-optics
technology. Contact Andrew
Valles, (209) 453-7791.
July 25: SCTE Golden Gate
Chapter technical seminar on
safety programs. Contact
Wayne Sheldon Sr., (408)
264-2728.
July 25-28: Siecor Corp.
technical seminar on fiberoptic installation and splicing
for local area networks and
campus applications, Hickory,
N.C. Contact (704) 327-5539.

August
Aug. 3: SCTE Rocky Mountain Chapter technical
seminar on distribution
systems. Contact Steve
Johnson, (303) 799-1200.
Aug. 8-11: Siecor Corp.
technical seminar on fiberoptic installation and splicing
for utility applications,
Hickory, N.C. Contact (704)
327-5539.
Aug. 8-12: Hughes Microwave technical training seminar on channelized AML
equipment, Torrance, Calif.
Contact (213) 517-6244.
Aug. 10: SCTE Oklahoma
Meeting Group technical
seminar. Contact Herman
Holland, (405) 353-2250.
Aug. 11: SCTE Central
California Meeting Group
technical seminar on troubleshooting power problems.
Contact Andrew Valles, (209)
453-7791.
Aug. 24: SCTE Appalachian
Mid-Atlantic Chapter technical seminar. Contact Ron
Mountain, (717) 684-2878.

o
Decibels (Part 1)
By Ron Hranac
Jones Intercable Inc.
The decibel (dB) is the basis for much of the mathematics of cable television. By itself, the decibel is
a relative term used to express power ratios and is based upon logarithms. The number of decibels corresponding to a particular power ratio is calculated with the formula
dB

=

10log lo

(P
P:)
where:

o

o

Pi

= input power

P2

=

output power

From this formula, it can be found that doubling agiven power level is a3dB change; reducing apower
level by half also is a 3 dB change. Increasing or decreasing a power level 10 times is a 10 dB change,
and increasing or decreasing a power level 100,000 times is a 50 dB change.
The following chart provides auseful reference of common power ratios and their relationship in decibels.
Examples of the use of the above formula are on the next page.

Power

Change
in

ratio

decibels

Change
Power
ratio

Change

in

Power

in

ratio

decibels

5,000
6,000

36.99
37.78

1

0

30

decibels
14.77

2

3.01

40

16.02

3

4.77

50

16.99

7,000

38.45

4

6.02

17.78

8,000

39.03

5

6.99

60
70

18.45

6

7.78

80

19.03

9,000
10,000

39.54
40

7

8.45

90

19.54

11,000

40.41

8

9.03

100

20

12,000

40.79

9

200

23.01

13,000

41.14

10

9.54
10

300

24.77

14,000

41.46

11

10.41

400

26.02

15,000

41.76

12

10.79

500

26.99

16,000

42.04

13

11.14

600

27.78

17,000

42.30

14

11.46

700

28.45

18,000

42.55

15

11.76

800

29.03

19,000

42.79

16

12.04

900

29.54

20,000

43.01

17

12.30

1,000

30

50,000

46.99

18

12.55

2,000

33.01

100,000

50

19

12.79

3,000

34.77

1,000,000

60

20

13.01

4,000

36.02

10,000,000
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Problem
You have a50-watt stereo at home, and your neighbor has a100-watt stereo. What is the difference between the two power outputs in dB?
Solution
dB

=

= 1010g 10 (2)

1010g 10 ( P2 )
P1

= 10(0.30103)

100 )

= 10logio(

o

= 3.01 dB

50

Problem
An off-air antenna array at the headend has 20 dB of gain. How much of apower increase will that antenna
array provide to off-air signals?
Solution
Referring to the chart on the previous page, find 20 dB in the "change in decibels" column. The number
next to it in the "power ratio" column is 100. The antenna array increases the power of the received off-air
signals 100 times.

Problem
A local broadcast station is transmitting with 500 watts of power, and another with 1,000 watts. What is
the difference between the two power levels in dB?
Solution
dB

=

P2

1010g 10

1010g10

= 10log io (2)

o

= 10(0.30103)

(1,000 )
500

= 3.01 dB

Problem
Your cable system uses handheld two-way radios, each with 5watts RF output. The base radio at the office
is 35 watts. What is the difference between the base radio and ahandheld radio output in dB?
Solution
dB

= 10log io (7)

= 10144 10 ( P2 )
P1
10log io (

35

= 10(0.8451)
)
= 8.45 dB

5
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Track DOWn Tough To
Find CAT, MATV And
RF Distribution Troubles

• 5Microvolt Sensitivity With
Autoranged Attenuator
• Exclusive Frequency Offset
Readout
• Automatic S/N And Hum On InUse Channel
• Integrated VVideband Monitor
• AC/DC Volts Measurements
Through RF Input

buoue.....
T,J11, 401.1.

100% American Made and
backed by Sencore's 100%
"Made Right" Lifetime
Guarantee

FS74tHANNELIZER SR.

t,
TM

TV-RF SignalAnalyzer
Patented

See us at the Cable-Tec Expo, Booths 429 & 431.
Reader Service Number 35.

Send For Free FS74 Brochure

I Call 1-800-843-3338

L

In Canada 1-800-851-8866

3200 Sencore Drive Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57107

For more
information and
our product
catalog, call us at
518-374-1113
or 312-658-6900,
or mail in the
coupon below.

There's no end to the parts we supply daily. At
Authorized Parts Company your repair iànd
replacement needs are met within 24 hours. A fatter
turnaround increases your productivity and profits.
And our extensive in-stock inventory means the best
prices for you. Turn to Authorized Parts CompaN
for all your converter supplies.
•Jerrold Bezels
•JSX Cases
•Hamlin Cases
•other cases available

✓

•most cosmetic pieces
•semiconductors
•diodes •transistors
•capacitors

Authorized Parts
Company

200 Berg Street 1
Algonquin, IL 60102
IT 6/88

Please send me your catalog.
Name
Title

Authorized Parts
Company
200 Berg Street •Algonquin, IL 601Q2
312-658-6900 •FAX 312-658-0582 \

Company
Address
City

I'Telephone

L

\
:r

Reeder Service Num er 36.

State

Zip

